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The Zetas started describing progress towards the Pole shift on a scale of 1-10 in March 2008 (starting at a 2-3) and
afterwards were asked for updates on the progression as we slowly moved up to a 6 and beyond. At the end of 2009
Nancy recalled a holographic presentation given to her during a visit which gave the first indications of what to expect
during a 7 out of 10, that at least one of the events would occur in 2010 and what effect this might have on plans being
made, the population in general and the economy. They advised what causes the 7 out of 10 scenarios and whether
governments will become more open and warn their citizens and what would happen to the cover-up; also that anxiety
would increase and that people are still in denial about what it all means for them.
After hints regarding timing of the events, the Zetas disclosed detailed information on what will occur and explained
why the release of information, revealing that the event expected before the end of 2010 was the sinking of the
Indonesian tongue of the Eurasian plate. People were still sceptical about the prediction or angry when things didn’t
happen as expected. Others worried about being cut off from Zetatalk, nuclear reactor accidents and skyscrapers
collapsing.
In Indonesia, precursors were noted on the eastern side of the Indo-Australian Plate and in Bangkok among others.
UFOs were seen in China and Taiwan, warning of what was coming, while the major leaders resisted taking the
message seriously. The Zetas gave warnings for Singapore, the Philippines, India, Hong Kong, the Mentawai Islands
and the Bonin Islands. They also advised of the possibility of tsunami occurring or China suppressing their media but
said that volcanoes would not increase in activity more than they already have. They also provided detailed information
on how much sinking would occur across the plate and more fully explained the folding Pacific.
For South America, the Zetas have described what the continent can expect, whether any tsunami will occur and
which major cities will be affected, along with predictions for the Caribbean, the volcanoes there and Central America,
including Mexico. These changes are all expected to follow closely behind the adjustments in Indonesia.
The Africa roll comes next with the Zetas describing the plate movements but can’t give all the details, although the
effects on Italy, South Africa, the Canary Islands and Egypt were explained.
The size of the quakes and tsunami that will strike Japan was addressed with UFO warnings for North America as they
will also experience quakes and a tsunami. Vancouver and Hawaii were also detailed.
The New Madrid earthquake follows the big quakes in Japan and will continue to adjust up until the pole shift after
one big jolt which also causes the St Lawrence Seaway to split and how there will be no doubt it has occurred. The
west coast reacts to the large quake which will tear communication cables but no volcanic activity is expected in the
Eastern US. The Zetas were also asked about Florida, Chicago and how it would compare to the pole shift.
Just hours afterwards, the North Atlantic Rift tears sending a tsunami racing towards Europe, propelled by the gulf
stream. The Zetas describe how it hits the Bristol Channel, the Irish Sea and passes through the English Channel to hit
the east coast of Britain, devastate Denmark and what the residents of Denmark can expect. Sweden and France will be
hit (among others) but Iceland and the Arctic Circle will be unaffected. Advice is given on how to warn people and
how far inland to be although water will wash inland along rivers. There will be repeat tsunami but smaller and how
the different countries will react is mentioned.
The 8 out of 10 events are mentioned but little detail is given out. We’re told that they may include exploding oil fields
in Iraq, blending of the seasons, continuous plate movement, increased visibility of Planet X and there’s something in
store for Italy. All of the 7 out of 10 events will complete before we move to an 8 but they will warm up during that
time and the last weeks which is the 9 out of 10 have been detailed.
Now, in 2011, we have arrived at a 7 out of 10 with buoys showing the effect on the Philippines, flooding in Australia
and Sumatra and Java sinking. The Java coastlines shows undeniable sinking while the media excuses switch from
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rain to high tides. Sudden mass instances of dead birds and fish show the increase of earth movement around the globe
but the pace is slower than the Zetas first anticipated although South America starts showing signs of what’s next. This
delays have forced the elite to change their plans.
Plate movements will create a skew in the longitude/lattitude for some lands, as shown by Japan after the March 11,
2011 quake.
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Scale of 1 to 10

ZetaTalk: Scale of 1 to 10
Written March 22, 2008:
On a scale of 1-10, from the level that the earth changes are today, how much "worse" will it get in 2008?
If you consider that you are perhaps between a 2 and a 3, it could be considered to rise to a 6 by the end of the year. 10
being the pole shift, of course. This is taking into consideration all Earth changes, such as weather, winds, floods,
earthquakes and stretch zone accidents, and political and economic upheaval.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: 6/10 Progression
Written June 1, 2008:
Where would the Zetas say we are now on the 1 - 10 scale (as had say we'd be around a 6 at the end of
the year) with earth changes with the recent earthquakes in China, Japan and all the crazy weather and
flooding in the US?
The year has hardly begun! Perhaps a 4 or 4+. And realize that our warning included sociological changes too, like
failing economies and crop shortages and homelessness. This too has only just started.
Written November 1, 2008:
As we climb towards a 6 by the end of the year on the Earth changes scale, is it likely the US will soon
have it's wake-up call in the form of a geophysical change affecting many and from that point on the Earth
changes will be at the forefront of everyone's attention?
Certainly we have had sociological/economic changes because of the Wall Street crash. Many are expecting that a 6
cannot be reached without significant Earth changes such as earthquakes or a serious wobble or perhaps some type of
atmospheric changes that point to the presence of another planetary body in the solar system. Just what will occur, we
cannot say. It may be one or many of these instances, or something totally unexpected
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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Are We at a 7 Yet?

ZetaTalk: Are we At a 7 Yet?
Written November 28, 2009
Zetas, are we at a 7 yet? [and from another] I know you must be sick of the question "are we at a 6/7?" So
I will say it as a statement. Based on everything the world has gone through in 2009, the economy, fireball
increase, earthquakes and insane weather, I feel things have really sped up this year and we are edging
on 7. This is just my feeling.
Nothing has changed since November 7 when this question was last asked. You will know when we have arrived at a
7, without question.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@Zeta T alk.com
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Nancy's Vision

ZetaTalk: Nancy's Vision
Written December 5, 2009
Nancy recently described a vision that she and other contactees received (original post):
http://poleshift.ning.com/forum/topics/common-dream "The Mediterranean is shown, while Africa rolls
somewhat. This opens up the southern Mediterranean above Algeria such that the Mediterranean floor
there is a crumble, not supported. Then over to India where the western side of India sinks significantly,
the plate tipping sideways a bit, raising eastern India during this process. Then islands in Indonesia sink,
the plate supporting them sinking more than the surrounding area. Over to S America the Andes are
shown doing mountain building, while some islands in the Caribbean are sinking, their plate pushed under
as S America rolls. Southeastern US is pulled down slightly, while the land just to the west of the
Mississippi drops slightly. As the Atlantic rips open, this causes water adjustments. First water rushes
from elsewhere to fill the void, then piles up, clashing in the middle, so that a tide rushes toward Europe,
assaulting the lowlands there." The impression that Nancy and others were left with is that the vision is
indicating a major, worldwide event that will occur prior to the pole shift. Last week the Zetas were asked
if we are at a 7 yet. The Zetas replied: You will know when we have arrived at a 7, without question. The
implication is that something major and substantial will occur when we reach 7, outside of what we have
been experiencing in terms of earthquakes and weather extremes. Can the Zetas comment on the vision
given to Nancy and others. Does the vision represent the next major event? Is this the event that will bring
us to a 7?
The vision Nancy and others received described changes to many places on Earth, which will not necessarily occur
simultaneously nor in close succession. The vision described what those in various parts of the globe can anticipate for
their area. Given what the globe has experienced to move from a 2-3 at the beginning of 2008 to a 6, recently, what is
described is rather radical. If any of those changes described in the vision were to happen, there would be few that
would hesitate to say that we had moved to a 7 of 10. However, the severe wobble and lean to the left will result in
even worse Earth changes than those described in the vision. It would be safe to conclude that the changes described in
the vision are closely associated with a move to a 7, yes
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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2010 Statement

ZetaTalk: 2010 Statement
Written April 3, 2010
What will be the biggest event of the year 2010 A.D?
One of the events that was presented in the holographic presentation that Nancy attended last November will surely
occur. Just what else might occur, or which of these events we are referring to, we cannot say
Written May 15, 2010
The drama you said that will happen by the end of this year is going to be global? It will affect all people
directly or it will be a very strong topic disaster somewhere that will depress all peoples consciousness?
The 7 of 10, which we said would occur by the end of 2010, will include one or more of the disasters that Nancy was
presented with during her November, 2009 holographic presentation. We stated that no one would be confused about
whether a 7 of 10 had arrived, as whatever happened would "shock the world". None of the Earth changes described the Mediterranean, Indonesia, S America and the Caribbean, the New Madrid, or a European tsunami - affect the
whole world. But the whole world will be aware of it.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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Plans Being Made

ZetaTalk: Plans Being Made
Written June 12, 2010
Do the Zetas and Council of Worlds anticipate that the impending 7-of-10 events will be significant
enough to help release more STO people from binding circumstances and trapped mental/emotional
states? Many are in relationships with partners who only partially acknowledge what is to come and feel
bound by their partner's fear or family obligations. Will the 2010 events assist those who want to help but
who have felt hitherto fore unable to commit?
Personal relationships are frequently torn apart when one partner takes the Earth changes seriously and the other is in
firm denial. Such divergence does not change until the last weeks, when the one in denial suddenly demands to be
taken care of. Hardly the partner the aware one was looking for. To prepare for the pole shift, one frequently has to
change locations, change vocations, and make other wrenching life changes. All this is resisted by the partner in
denial, so divorce or separation occur. This is further complicated if there are young children involved, or contractual
obligations, or the need to remain in a particular location in order to find work or for a child to attend a particular
school or receive treatment for a health condition.
Thus, for many, the break comes late, into the last weeks or certainly the last trimester when it is obvious that lingering
will be fatal or impact the chance of survival. A father may grab the children and run, presuming the wife could not
muster an investigation and bring them back before the pole shift happens. Certainly, during the last weeks, such
matters would not get any attention from law enforcement, who will have their hands full and themselves be
personally distracted. For those with freedom to act and few legal or eithical responsibilities toward others, the break
will come earlier. In fact, the break may come as soon as when one partner realizes what the Earth changes mean, and
wants to setup in a safe location without delay. Certainly, for those unencumbered, when a 7 of 10 is reached, the
world shocked, this will be an impetus to action.
Written June 19, 2010
How will the "7 out of 10" event this year impact the ability of people to prep for the shift? Will this be the
start of "we may not be able to buy the things we want for a price we want to pay" scenario as there will
be a run on tools and supplies in the wake of a major wake up call?
Certainly delivery will start to be affected, and many people will be so alarmed that plate movement could occur to
that degree, so will be starting to think about their personal safety. But in general the type of supplies that a survivalist
want to buy will not be the type of supplies that the general populace will think of buying. A survivalist will want hand
tools, off-grid electrical supplies, seed stock, dried or canned food stocks, and perhaps camping equipment. The
general populace, finding they cannot get the variety of foods they were accustomed to, will join grocery clubs or
make other arrangements to assure themselves of access. If fresh fruit is not available at the grocery store, then they
will get this via the Internet and pay a bit more. Electric generators may be purchased in a flurry, as the fact that the
grind can go down for an extended period of time will come home to those formerly complacent. But preparing to be
off the grid permanently, with windmills or solar panels, will be something those preparing for the pole shift are
mainly concerned with. The general populace will think short term, of generators run on petrol fuel.
Likewise with survival camp sites, which those preparing for the pole shift are trying to purchase or populate. Rural
areas, without all the conveniences and comforts of city living, are not popular with the general populace, who tend to
migrate from rural areas to the big city if only for the job opportunities, if not for dozens of opportunities. The general
populace, stunned by the plate movements that bring the stage to a 7 of 10, will be thinking in terms of quake proofing
cities and highways, retrofitting and ensuring that collapse cannot happen in the future. This type of talk will be
coming from the talking heads representing the governments, as they still will not want to tell the populace the truth.
Thus, the general populace won't be thinking of purchasing camping supplies as semi-permanent homes.
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ZetaTalk: Reaction
Written June 6, 2010
On The Zetas have detailed the European Tsunami and how it will affect in particular Ireland and the UK
worst. The Zetas have stated that the tsunami will go approx 50 miles inland and people will need to be
approx 100 feet above sea level (half the pole shift warnings). Due to the small size of these countries, 50
miles inland is very significant and I am assuming that millions will die and many more be affected but
can the Zetas provide any information as to what life will be like in Ireland and the UK for those who
manage to survive the tsunami? What will happen to these countries - Both Ireland the UK are wealthy
countries used to a high standard of living and very few natural disasters compared to many other
countries and are likely ill prepared, will they be flung into economic collapse and chaos? Will supply
chains completely break down? How will the government react? And will many people have to start living
in survival type situation well before the actual poleshift itself. What will life be like in the aftermarth of
the European tsunami?
Long before the last weeks the Earth will be showing its inhabitants a taste of what is coming. It is unimaginable for
the populace that Indonesia and the Caribbean would have islands sinking into the sea, or for N America to be pulling
at a diagonal followed shortly by a monstrous tsunami rolling toward Europe. This is global, but certainly not Global
Warming, nor can it be ascribed to anything coming from the Sun! By the time the tsunami strikes Europe, the world
will have seen so much plate movement that no explanation will suffice except the presence of Planet X nearby. Signs
in the sky and visibility of the Planet X complex will increase also, so that even media suppression will not suffice to
keep the public dumb about the cause of the recent disasters.
We have predicted that the populace will increasingly turn away from the canned answers they are getting from their
governments and the media, from the hand picked scientists reading from scripts, and will search the Internet and
discuss among themselves to uncover the truth. Just as the Global Warming excuse was thoroughly discredited,
NASA's canned answer that all Earth changes are somehow coming from the Sun or some mysterious space energy
wave that only they can detect will be discarded. This will leave the establishment to claim the quakes and turmoil and
wobbling Earth are something that periodically happens to the Earth, citing history, and pointing perhaps to an erratic
and mysterious magnetic field in the solar system. They will not, however, admit the presence of Planet X. To do so
would be to admit they had been lying to the public, and they fear the public's rage when this is discovered.
Governments cannot simply close their doors and ignore the homeless, their citizens, so are likely to pass laws to force
the homeless to be integrated into communities. Homes with spare bedrooms may be forced to accept roomers, and
farms will have more than enough ready hands to help with any harvest. Militias will be used to control rioting and
force order, with curfews established. But when there is evidence in the skies that there is a presence nearby which
could explain all that has been happening, this will change. Then government officials who were clearly in the know,
NASA and those scientists who spouted the approved story line all those years, and any media heads who obviously
cooperated during the cover-up will be in hiding. The truth will spread by word of mouth, if by no other means. And
those who have survived the 7 of 10 or 8 of 10 cataclysms will sort out into camps, as we have described, of those
determined to survive and taking action, and those preferring denial.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Economy
Written November 27, 2011
Nancy, when 9/11 occurred the world almost stopped both fiscally as well as emotionally. Yet in the end
only a few buildings came down and 3,000 people died. While those deaths are certainly important to their
families I can only imagine the fiscal and emotional impact across the world when the 7 of 10 occurs in
Indonesia. My question is can we expect a thousand times impact on our economy and our emotional state
worldwide as the 7 of 10 occurs. If so won't the monetary system almost collapse if not at least be
paralyzed. If so, it is imperative that everyone make sure that they are well prepared prior to this event.
Since in the hands of man, there is no telling what the world leaders will do from as simple as wringing
their hands to as much as imposing martial law.
We have been asked many times about the strength of the financial system, and have iterated the many checks and
balances that are in place and will be used when the time comes. The goal of the banking systems is to not only to
survive, but to thrive. If they cannot thrive, they will certainly take all steps to survive. Closing weak banks and rolling
the assets into stronger banks is a process that has been going on since 2008, the Wall Street crash, and will continue.
This throws bankers out of work, throwing the bums out, but the system survives. A second defense is to limit banking
services - only so many hours, only so much in savings withdrawn, smaller ATM withdrawals, that sort of thing. Next
are price freezes which are imposed behind the scenes on the stock markets and bonds - no gouging by private parties.
This does not make greedy brokers or bankers rich, but maintains the system. All of this has been in process already,
during this the second Great Depression.
During any catastrophe causing loss of homes and businesses and crops, insurance companies routinely go bankrupt. In
recent years they have tried to buffer their loses by refusing to insure homes for flood insurance if in flood plains, or
refusing to insure homes for quake damage if in earthquake zones. If necessary in order to support business in the
region, polices will be written but will become worthless when a disaster hits. The insurance executives take their
retirement funds and run away, leaving their clients bereft. Governments, who must attempt to repair infrastructure,
will do little to help those who have lost all. Those insurance companies not affected will continue as before, and those
who were wiped out will make no apologies.
Written January 1, 2011
Last two days I have heard on news about gas price would go up to $5.00 per gallon by 2012. The gas is
going up fast now. Zeta314.htm did mention Bush out of Iraq and Puppet Master was not interested in
economy or bank failure. Newsletter issue 38 did mention two-year rise in gasoline prices, American
consumers now face sharply higher prices for foods. Zeta372.htm did mention gas prices which will be
approaching $ 4/gallon in the Summer, food prices dramatically increasing due to bee pollination
problems. Is there any update from Zeta on rising gas prices which might hit $5.00 per gallon? Will there
be another collapse in economy and unemployment getting worst. Is this the repeat what happened during
Carter Administration during his last two years with double digit inflation and recession? Many do
believe that $5.00 per gallon would cause unemployment as much as 20%, more businesses would go
bankrupt and another depression.
Is the economy going to get worse? Yes. Will the Earth changes bankrupt insurance companies and worsen the crop
shortage situation? Yes. Will there be price increases and inflation? Yes. Will this reach the point where matters get
radically worse than they are today? No. The reason is due to the manipulation that governments can do to prevent
gouging. As we have often explained, the banking industry will not collapse. They have cards they have not yet
played. Weak banks have been closed or consolidated, banking services limited and restricted to only the most solid
customers, and limitations on withdrawals imposed. But the public does not see what goes on behind the scene, as
governments can force the banking industry, or the stock markets, into controls designed to avoid collapse. In short,
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gouging is outlawed. The failure to take such steps is what caused the Wall Street collapse during the housing bubble
crash in the Fall of 2008. Bush/Cheney and their rip-off cronies are no longer in charge. Controls are now in place.
How would these same techniques apply as the Earth changes make matters worse? If the government printed money
to allow Wall Street to survive, then they can do the same when insurance companies start failing. Consolidation,
government backing, and companies can stay in business, reassured. Certainly the profit motivated oil companies can
be forced into price controls, as can the distribution networks. This is already in place, though these moves are done
behind the scene. Food distribution is also enforced. Companies and individuals who would seek profits by withholding
food until the price was driven up, or sitting on stockpiles until the price rises, are aggressively pursued by
governments, though this also is not public knowledge. If the establishment wants the cover-up over the presence of
Planet X to last as long as possible, they do not want the public restless. Capitalism be damned.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Cause
Written July 31, 2010
I have a question for the Zetas concerning the hosing of planet earth. When Planet X hoses the earth, will
that be the cause of the 7 out of 10 event that you saw in your holographic movie in the fall?
Planet X has been hosing the Earth with magnetic particles, which is the primary reason for the Earth wobble, present
since early 2004. As the magnetic N Pole of Earth comes over the horizon, it is pushed away, what we have called the
polar lurch. This has gotten increasingly violent, thus the extremes in weather and tides. What will cause the 7 of 10
will be something additional. The closeness of Planet X has caused more than a press of magnetic particles from the N
Pole of Planet X, it has forced the Earth to begin contorting to come into alignment with the magnetic field of Planet X
in some way. Since the start of 2010, the Earth has at times been in a temporary lean to the left, falling to its side a bit.
And lately, during July of 2010, it has even been moving into a position of opposition where the N Pole is pointed
toward the Sun beyond what the seasons would dictate. We have described the end of the Serpentine Dance, so
popular in crop circles. This slow steady daily roll, the well measured and recorded Figure 8 Earth wobble is now
ending, to be replaced by something far more violent. In addition to this daily Figure 8, there will be erratic times when
a sudden lean to the left or into opposition occurs, violent jerking around of the Earth. This has the effect of jerking
the Earth plates against each other, so they move. It is this that will create the 7 of 10 scenarios.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Openess
Written August 21, 2010
By the end of 2010 one or more of the events depicted in the holographic presentation will occur, shocking
the world and moving us to a 7. The Zetas have said a few times the poleshift will happen before 2012, so
that gives us about a year and 5 month window. My Q- without giving specific dates for certain events,
isn't the timeline basically down? will the shocking event that moves us to a 7 be the point where media
and government start being more open? zetas too? if the elite that control media and portions of political
power are heading for their bunkers, isn't the threat of them mowing down millions probably gone now?
Our prior statements about the pole shift likely happening prior to 2012 must be taken in the context that we are not
allowed to give you the date, so even this warning must be taken with a grain of salt. We are constantly trying to get
humans who linger in their comfortable coastal cities to move inland into rural area and get into gardening. Take our
warnings in that context. The pole shift could happen at any trimester, and theoretically could happen after 2012. That
said, are we at the point now, when a 7 of 10 will surely happen at least within months, will the establishment no
longer consider an informed public a threat? No, because the 7 of 10 has not yet occurred, and even when it has, the
establishment will still want to delay informing the public unless they are firmly ensconced in their bunkers. Bunker
living is very restrictive, and those in power and with great wealth like to move about, albeit in safe areas, and enjoy
the fresh air and to have the ability to entertain themselves with travel. When the public is informed, it will not be
through formal means like the major media.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Warnings
Written December 4, 2010
On If many heads of government are taking the 7 of 10 warning seriously (due to signs, monitoring and
ZT) is there any consideration given to coming out with some type of warning? I understand that we are
not at the point where PX can be acknowledged but can the excuse of geological instability or something
like that be given as a reason for a warning? Are governments still worried about a "White Lie" scenario?
The Zetas have mentioned in the past specifically that there are alignment issues and crust related stress
around the Christmas day or Boxing day timeframe. Has most of the previous ill intentioned parts of the
Bush Administration legacy in areas like the Military, CIA and FEMA been routed at this point? Is the
leadership of these government heads well in hand now?
We are asked almost weekly how the governments of the world plan to respond to the 7 of 10 scenarios, and have
responded to this in the past. They will not warn their populace nor is Obama at liberty to do so for many reasons. This
is, at the current time, considered just another prediction from just another source, despite our accuracy on hundreds of
predictions that have come about. Our predictions tend not to be dated, except for the 2003 prediction on the passage,
which they consider a fizzle despite the obvious arrival of Planet X precisely as we predicted - where and when
expected. Where our predictions on the 7 of 10 scenarios starting by the end of 2010 have made some nervous, the
specter of the public becoming solidly aware of the ZetaTalk message and aware of the presence of Planet X nearby
scares them more.
Indeed, there is vulnerability during the magnetic dance between Planet X and the Earth during December. That the
wobble becomes worse during this time has been pointed out in the past. Since March of 2010, when an 8.8 quake
struck Chili, we and the public have associated the obvious plate movements that have occurred since then to the 7 of
10 predictions. The plate holding India has been sinking on the western side, in Pakistan, as predicted - a fact which
can no longer be denied as enough time has passed since the July floods for the rainwater to drain. Jakarta is sinking
and Thailand is folding while the number of volcanoes in the region, particularly along the Sumatra/Java edge of the
tongue holding Indonesia, are exploding to a degree beyond what has occurred in the past.
Meanwhile, in the S America region, matters are even more obvious. That the Caribbean is under pressure has also
been noted since the Haiti quake on January 12, 2010 and the lifting of the northern border of the Caribbean Plate since
March of 2010. The Andes Fault is showing mountain building while the sea off shore from Colombia is sinking. This
is all of record and occurring, date wise, simultaneously. Oil and gas rigs have been exploding with unexplained and
unexpected accidents in the Caribbean all year along the Caribbean Plate border, as occurred in Bonaire on September
2, 2010 and in Trinidad and Tobago on May 13, 2010. Even Africa showed her eagerness to roll by late November of
2010.
At the current time, 2010 has been a year when all the plates along the Equator have been loosened up by the
continuous daily jerking about that the Earth wobble incited by the near presence of Planet X. The plates are greased,
so that at the present time one can find quakes on all sides of the various plates involved, occurring almost
simultaneously. They are twitching, almost unimpeded in their motion, and just waiting for a push to set them into the
plate movements we have described. Enter the Christmas Hammer, the end of the Magnetic Trimester on December
17, the time frame of the great 9.5 Sumatra quake on December 26, 2004. Do our predictions that the 7 of 10 scenarios
will occur prior to the end of 2010 have something to do with December as a month of magnetic changes affecting the
magnetic dance between Planet X and the Earth? Yes!
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Cover-Up
Written December 11, 2010
One would assume that the Puppermaster does indeed plan to support higher visibility of ZT and Nancy,
per the Zetas and the current media posturing around Pole Shift related issues. Once things start to break
open with 7 of 10 Quakes, PX visibility and validation of ZT predictions, will there still be a push for
things like Chemtrails, PX topic blacklisting in media, "intimidation" of those in the know, etc.. by the
"middle men" as the Zetas call them, or will they at that time resign themselves to "hide in their bunkers
then"? How long will we have to fight against their disinfo and intimidation after things really start to
break open? Agree that everybody or at least as many as possible should have knowledge and be able to
make their own choices.
Will the cover-up intensify or weaken after the 7 of 10 and with more media exposure for the ZetaTalk message? It
will do both. We have stated that those in charge of the cover-up are gripped in fear at the thought of the public
becoming aware of their role, and coming after them for it. NASA's explanations for what is seen in the skies will
become more inventive. They will get increased media coverage too. Their fear will be palpable, very evident, and
their message shrill. Geologists will be mustered forth to talk about climate change and geological change over the
eons, with the phrase "millions of years ago" thrown around frequently. When Planet X and its components becomes
more visible in the skies, the reaction of those fogging up the skies with chemtrails is likely to be more fogging, at least
at first. At the same time, those among the elite fearing panic in the public, or a backlash over the cover-up, will be
increasingly heading for their bunkers. Thus the cover-up will lose strength, and eventually chemtrails will no longer
be funded and NASA will prefer to close shop rather than defend its stance.
Written January 1, 2011
The Zetas have mentioned that the cover-up is a fragile thing, with many in the know and these numbers
growing daily. As the Earth changes leading up to the pole shift itself are obviously spaced out over an
extended timeline of some type, is it not 100% obvious to those in charge that events such as the sinking of
Indonesia and South American roll will fatally damage the cover-up and by extension those in charge of
it? Why would the Elite not get behind a disclosure program and identify a set of scapegoats to dump
public rage on? This would allow them to still at least try to maintain some semblance of control. I am not
suggesting that this strategy would work as there are significant unknowns in play still obviously, but
given how the elite typically operate it would seem to me that they would want to try to maintain their
version of "spin" and thus at least a perception of control?
What makes you think that scapegoats have not already been chosen? This is typically the first thought among those
perpetrating a fraud - who to blame when it all comes down. The statement that there is no honor among thieves
alludes to this. The police regularly get criminals to turn on one another by promising an easier path for the one who
chooses to save themselves at the expense of their former partners. We have mentioned that NASA will likely be one
of the first scapegoats, as in order to have their job, to be employed at NASA, they had to sign national security oaths.
Anything deemed likely to cause a public panic, such as the alien presence and UFOs buzzing the ISS or the presence
of Planet X were to be denied. NASA of course will point to these oaths when defending themselves, which they
eventually will do when the heat gets too hot.
Those in government who insisted that the public not know will point to various think-tank studies and surveys. The
War of the Worlds radio broadcast, which showed the public in a panic when they thought the broadcast was real,
fearful of an alien invasion. The CIA conclave of scientists and professionals which concluded that the public could
not handle shocking information. All so self serving, but on record nonetheless. When the governments of the world,
heads of state, are questioned they will point to the Bush/Cheney meeting in France in the Fall of 2003, ostensibly to
mend fences but as we pointed out, in reality to talk about Second Sun sightings and their import. It would all pass,
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with only high tides and a few earthquakes, and public panic was the real enemy, or so they were told. Who were they
to question the great US, who seemed to be dominating the world and certainly were dominating the world with their
military presence.
Finger pointing will be circular, with whomever is questioned blaming some one else. The many who were involved in
the cover-up, such as weathermen who were told to stop talking about all the records being broken, or members of
FEMA ordered to plan for the worse while keeping the public in the dark, will assert they were following orders from
a boss. The blame will go up the line to the top, to people who cannot be questioned and certainly not readily removed
from their positions. Members of Congress informed about the presence of Planet X while presenting an appearance of
business as usual on the concerns of government will state they were briefed incorrectly, and those giving the briefings
will loudly deny this, a case of he-said/she-said. The Executive Branch will point to the many laws they are bound to
follow, blaming Congress for lack of action. It will be endless, the circular finger pointing.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Anxiety
Written September 18, 2010
Now that we know there will be several "7 of 10-level" events, which may even continue through the "8 of
10-level", and which may stretch out over many months, even years. Is it in fact likely that for many in the
cities, we should be preparing to exist for that length of time before the shift itself in our 'safe place'? So
that in convincing someone to "head for the hills" following the series of mega-quakes in Japan (speaking
now of the folks who will be impacted severely by the New Madrid 'adjustment'), they should have enough
supplies to see them through for many months - just 'in case'? I was already aware that there will be a
number of smaller EQs leading up to the "7 of 10-level" mega-quake, but without going into asking for a
'date', is it possible that the "7 of 10-level" events could stretch out that long into the future? Some people
may now opt not to spend the time and effort preparing a route to safety if they feel they will have to stay
at their jobs until they know that the time is close enough at hand they can afford to make the break
without jeopardizing putting food on their family's table. The elite will have aircraft at their disposal, so
bridges are of little concern to them (in fact it will be a relief to them that the hoi poloi will be trapped in
the cities). So there's a very real Catch-22 going on in some quarters, and every little bit of understanding
will help in convincing those that are debating with themselves how best to address this dilemna.
Obviously it would be best to have a year's worth of food saved up, and to purchase land or re-discover
relatives in 'safe areas', but this is for those that aren't that fortunate.
Lately examples of hand wringing have increased. Hand wringing is where the person understands what is about to
occur and the limits of what information we can relay to mankind, but is wringing their hands over all this.
Hand wringing includes complaints that we and our Emissary Nancy have not provided undeniable signs of the
presence of Planet X, so that skeptical friends can be convinced. Of course, there are signs, including an Earth wobble
where the Sun and Moon are out of place, which can be accurately demonstrated! The Moon is way out of place, so
far out of place that if traced for a month with a friend, using free planetarium software on the web, that friend would
either be in total denial, refusing to see what is before them, or convinced. Here the complaint ignores the fact that
most of mankind will deny until the end, and then only harden their denial while going insane over the matter.
Hand wringing also includes the fact that we, the Zetas, as all visitors to Earth at this time, are required to keep the
date of the pole shift secret and are not here to rescue mankind. This results in insults, where we or Nancy are told we
are hardly Service-to-Other. The facts, that most of mankind today lives in desperate circumstances and are not
rescued, falls on deaf ears as those demanding to be rescued do not care about others, just the self whose lifestyle is
suddenly threatened by the pending pole shift. That the date must be kept secret, for many reasons, also is challenged,
usually by those who see themselves as well enough off to be able to take advantage of such information. Those less
able are not considered in this equation.
Hand wringing also includes the decision of just when to leave for a safe location - that awful decision of just when to
leave loved ones and a more comfortable setting and bolt for the hills. This of course is an utterly personal matter, with
different variables for each individual, and we don't do personal counseling in any case. This is your decision. There
are some people who will wait until rotation stoppage before considering an exit from a city, despite all odds. There
are others who early made the move to rural areas, forsaking the comfort of an extended family and job opportunities
to do so. Those who go early are better situated for the Aftertime, and those who wait to make the dash with a few
high calorie bars in their back pack are thinking short term and will suffer the consequences. Even should the date be
given, this would not change, as man has free will!
Written September 25, 2011
In responding to someone's concern about how brutally aggressive a particular police district responded
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to a potentially racially charged situation, I replied that I believe more people than not, regardless
whether they don't quite understand why or would even admit to, are operating on extremely short fuses
these days. On a scale of 1 to 10 how do the Zetas read the present mass/global consciousness as it relates
to anxiety; whether or not the masses know, suspect, deny, or are still [innocently] ignorant [through no
fault of their own] of the pending shift? Or how do the Zetas [and/or other visiting entities] break it down?
What with the increase of quake and volcanic activity; the fires; massive flooding, record-breaking heat
waves; freak unseasonal storms; etc., has it spiked compared to even a year ago? And as we take in all of
this info, are there spikes as relates to those in the know as they/we anticipate the 7 of 10 event(s)?
Irritability, a symptom of seething anger, is present when the person cannot address a problem for some reason. A man
stuck in a bad marriage, but unable to divorce, will be seething and thus irritable at more than his wife. The world's
populace senses something amiss, as we have often mentioned. For some it is the weather extremes, the intractable
droughts or horrific floods that are reported worldwide. Why is this happening, they wonder. They are dissatisfied by
the explanations given by experts, and for some it seems oddly in compliance with end time predictions.
For some it is noting the bizarre dance that NASA and the Global Warming theorists have gone through. Predictions
that the Sun will virtually explode while year after year it remains asleep. Predictions about Global Warming followed
by almost devoted compliance with carbon emissions laws by most countries, side by side with the revelation that the
data was cherry-picked and the evidence that a warming trend was man-made was never there. For some it is sighting a
Second Sun one dawn, or noting the Moon so out of place yet the erratic behavior of the Moon never mentioned on the
media, or the the constellations are out of place.
Whatever the reason, the populace senses they are being lied to, and this realization creates anger which has no outlet.
Are they to attack the media? They sense the media is being directed to remain silent. Are they to attack the experts?
This routinely gets them shamed by the experts, ridiculed, and given demands to produce proof of which they speak.
This leaves approaching the Kremlin or the White House or Parliament, screeching demands for the truth from the
street, and everyone knows how that turns out. Thus, they remain irritable.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Denial
Written September 18, 2010
Who are the Zetas referring to when they say at the 7/10 event "We will have your attention"? Dont you
already have the full attention of your followers? It implies that there are a number of people out there
that for one believe in aliens, two, have seen zetatalk, three, have actually read it, and four, said "Im not
so sure about that. If something big happens then maybe I'll pay attention". Or do you mean
subconsciously or something?
Even those who listen to our words and take them seriously are not connecting the dots to be able to envision what
these disasters will mean. All intelligent creatures use these types of denial techniques, so we are not just criticizing
mankind here. If one hears that they can no longer use their car, because the roads will be torn up, they don't register
that all distribution of goods will be stopped or trips to the clinic for injuries will be blocked. They imagine the car,
sitting idle while the roads are repaired. It does not sink in, that the use of the car will forever be prevented, or that the
car may be flipped on its side with no means of righting it, ever, and will rust into uselessness while the tires rot. If we
say that travel restrictions will be imposed, they imagine themselves approaching a counter and pleading their case, as
is the situation today, or bribing someone, or finding an alternate road to evade checkpoints. That the counter will be
closed, and the applicant facing a loaded rifle and told to leave, is not considered. That bridges will be collapsed, rivers
above flood tide souring the banks and washing away boats, and side roads filled with looting thieves is not taken into
consideration. When the 7 of 10 occurs, these situations, from some part of the globe, will be evident, and hopefully
those who are capable of envisioning the pending pole shift will fully "get it" at that time.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Timing Hints
Written June 19, 2010
The Zetas have described the precursors to the shift in great detail and have said that the pole shift will
not take anyone by surprise but what about the first 7/10 event? - We will know when the poleshift is
going to happen as the last weeks have been endlessly described in detail by the Zetas but since, at least
for the UK, the 7/10 event could be described as a mini pole shift due to its effects, will there be any
warning that this will happen. I worry that there won't be as there were no precursors to the 2004 Asian
tsunami and God help those in Ireland and the SW of England if they get hit with the described 200-300ft
tsunami without warning.
Earthquakes will, as we have predicted from the start of ZetaTalk, get more violent and frequent and occur in places
not expecting them. Outside of the warnings that man has learned to utilize, such as screech on the radio or pets
running away from home or the physical signs that those who are earthquake sensitives get, there will be no warning.
This also applies to those major plate movements which we have described, and which were included in the
holographic presentation given to Nancy last November, 2009. All these regions will have increasingly violent and
frequent quakes, and then one day blam the plate movement we have described will occur. There may be precursor
movements, slight, warning that the plate is getting ready to move. But other than that, no warning.
The sequence of events, such that major quakes in Japan will occur before the New Madrid, is a known. These would
be very large quakes of a magnitude that hit Sumatra in December 2004, though they may not be called this by a
USGS forever downplaying magnitude these days. That these will occur before the New Madrid does not say that other
plate movement elsewhere around the world might not occur before the New Madrid, or before the Japan quakes.
Outside of the sequence of events known - Japan, New Madrid, European tsunami - we have not confirmed any other
connection between events. So what will your warning for the European tsunami be, given that the UK will be so
heavily hit? Quake monitoring stations on the Atlantic Rift will show that large quakes have occurred in many places
along the rift, almost simultaneously. Tsunami buoys are helpful, but primarily it will be ships out to sea who will
notice a large and rapidly moving wave. This only gives hours of warning, however.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Detailed Information
Written September 9, 2010
The Zetas have said that between the main New Madrid earthquake and the European tsunami there will
be 2-3 hours. Also, we know that the big Japanese quakes will allow the northern parts of the Pacific
plates to shift, and this has repercussions on fault lines in the N American continent. Thus, we can assume
that these Japanese quakes will occur directly ahead of the New Madrid adjustment. The Zetas can say
what is the time will be between Japanese quakes and the start of the New Madrid adjustment/the main
EQ? [and from another] Is there a relationship between the scenarios for Indonesia and S America and
the Mediterranean. If the tongue of Indonesia drops, would this provide the opportunity for S America to
roll? And would a pulling apart of the Atlantic Rift due to the S American roll allow Africa to roll, thus
dropping the Mediterranean floor? Or are these separate?
The 7 of 10 scenarios describe plate movements, and for this to occur something has to release the deadlock, the
current stalemate where the plates are locked against each other. Once the deadlock is broken and the plates start
moving, sliding past each other, new points where the plates are locked against each other develop, but these are
weaker locks than the one at present. The current lock, as we have so often stated, is the Indo-Australian Plate which
is being driven under the Himalayans. This is no small lock, as the height of the Himalayans attests. Nevertheless, the
activity in this region shows this likely to be the first of the 7 of 10 scenarios to manifest. Bangladesh is sinking and
the Coral Sea is rising, showing the overall tipping of the Indo-Australian Plate. Now Pakistan is sinking and not
draining its floods as it should, while Jakarta on the tongue of Indonesia is also sinking rapidly, showing that the tilt
that will allow Indonesia to sink has already started.
Meanwhile, S America is showing signs of a roll to the west. Explosions on islands just to the north of the S American
Plate occurred recently, on Bonaire and Trinidad-Tobago, and the Andes are regularly being pummeled. There IS a
relationship. As the Indo-Australia Plate lifts and slides, this allows the Pacific plates to shift west, which allows S
America to shift west also. This is greatly increased by the folding of the Mariana Trench and the Philippine Plate. But
it is the Indo-Australian Plate that gives way to incite change in these other plates, and this is what is manifesting now
to those closely following the changes. Once the folding of the Pacific has occurred, Japan has been destabilized. We
are not allowed to give a time frame for any of these plate movements, but would point out that it is not until the North
Island of Japan experiences its strong quakes that a tsunami causing sloshing near Victoria occurs. There are clues that
the New Madrid will be next.
Where the N American continent is under great stress, it has not slipped because it is held in place on both sides. The
Pacific side holds due to subduction friction along the San Andreas, and the Atlantic side holds due to the Atlantic
Rift's reluctance to rip open. What changes this dynamic? When S America rolls, almost in step with the folding
Pacific, it tears the Atlantic Rift on the southern side. This allows Africa freedom to move and it rolls too, dropping the
Mediterranean floor above Algeria. What is holding the N American continent together has thus eased, so that when
the Japan adjustments are made, there is less holding the N American continent in place than before, and the New
Madrid gives way. We are also not allowed to provide the time frame between the Japan quakes and New Madrid.
Other than the relationship in time between the New Madrid and the European tsunami, no time frame can be given.
The sequence of events is, thus:
a tipping Indo-Australia Plate with Indonesia sinking,
a folding Pacific allowing S America to roll,
a tearing of the south Atlantic Rift allowing Africa to roll and the floor of the Mediterranean to drop,
great quakes in Japan followed by the New Madrid adjustment,
which is followed almost instantly by the tearing of the north Atlantic Rift with consequent European tsunami.
Written November 20, 2010
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2010.11.14 around Yemen has occurred 49 (!!!) earthquakes for 24 hours. It specifies in the beginning a
tearing of the south Atlantic Rift allowing Africa to roll and the floor of the Mediterranean to drop. Zetas
have told that the first will occur a tipping Indo-Australia Plate with Indonesia sinking and as have told
that it happens til the end of 2010 and error possibility is excluded. Truly? Zetas spoke that before
movement of platforms stronger and frequent earthquakes will be observed. Why in Indonesia doesn't
occur similar (as in Yemen)? Till the end of 2010 remains a little more than month. And signs in Indonesia
possibly already should be shown. Or has probably begun 7 of 10 will be sudden, without what or signs?
Africa has begun to roll. Just as in July, when Pakistan sank approximately 10 feet in elevation, indicating the plate
holding India was tilting, this does not mean the big 7 of 10 prediction is occurring in Indonesia. Jakarta began to sink
in September, and again, this does not mean the big 7 of 10 for Indonesia is happening, nor did the many volcanoes
erupting in Sumatra and Java in October signify the 7 of 10 had occurred. Towns along the coastline in Columbia
began crumbing and sinking, and villages on the N Andes fault line in Colombia and Ecuador were clearly mountain
building in late October, and all this following oil rig eruptions in rigs in Trinidad and Tobago and the island of
Bonaire in the Caribbean. But all of this did not indicate the 7 of 10 roll for S America had occurred. We stated the
sequence of events would be Indonesia's drop, then S America's roll, then Africa's roll. What you are seeing is a
warmup, precursors, in all these regions. We stated that the trend would be obvious before the actual event, and you
are seeing the trends.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Why the Release
Written October 23, 2010
Is there a point when the Zeta's will be able to give a time frame reference between the European tsunami and the start
of the severe wobble?
This depends on many factors. Nancy has noted that last spring we were not providing the sequence of events for the 7
of 10. Yet recently we provided the sequence. What changed? It was our sense that our message, via Nancy and good
press coverage to be given to ZetaTalk, was going to get a boost! There is a latent effort to promote Nancy in the
media, giving our message to a broad audience. It was the Council's sense that this effort was sincere and not likely to
falter. One hand washes the other. Coverage in the media would be enhanced by a significant prediction that came true.
The public would give the ZetaTalk message more weight, thus, and ponder our predictions rather than dismiss them.
This is not providing information to the elite that the common man does not hold, as our 7 of 10 prediction is available
worldwide in a number of formats. It is, rather, encouraging the cover-up to break, by forcing the hand of those, few in
number but in powerful positions, who seek to keep the cover-up in place until the last weeks. It is the press of truth
from below, from a single citizen and her fans who have been laboring over the years to get our message out, and the
press of the world's greatest power broker from above. The cover-up, caught in the middle, will hopefully be crushed.
What will this mean? It will mean that those who want the cover-up to continue will hurl insults at Nancy, and attempt
to intimidate those media outlets that are promoting our message. This is nothing new, but will not deflect what is in
process. It will mean that the countering cover stories, that all Earth changes are from the Sun or from some mythical
galactic center or that Planet X is far out in dark space somewhere will become more shrill. But this will not enhance
their rationale, and the glare of the spotlight will just point out the flaws in their logic. In that this process is in the
hands of man, we cannot predict where this will lead. The 7 of 10 scenarios are many, and will play out while the 8 of
10 scenarios, as yet not detailed, warm up. All this lies before the last weeks. Time will tell how far disclosure will be
allowed to proceed!
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Sceptical
Written October 16, 2010
On My question is about the 7 0f 10 . Zetas have said for many times that the 7 0f10 will happen at the
end of 2010, many people are eagerly waiting and paying attention to it to find out whether it will actually
happen or not at that time. If it does happens, they will totally believe that Zeta's the prediction is
accurate, and take it as a basis for their poleshift plans . I know that although many Chinese people who
care about 2012 have read ZetaTalk and Zeta's comments about the future events which have been
translated into Chinese. But they are still very skeptic about it, and some of them don't believe it at all,
because until now the major events that Zetas have predicted don't happen yet (ig, the 7 of 10). I want to
ask Zetas if 7 of 10 is sure to happen at the end of 2010 or it is just another "white lie"? If so, I think many
people would stay away from the ZetaTalk rather than get closer to it.
If you are nervous, imagine how Nancy feels! She was there during the 2003 white lie, when Planet X so clearly came
inbound as we said it would, right on track according to our coordinates and arriving in the evening sky just where we
said it would some 7 years earlier. But it did not pass, as the word "passage" implies, nor did the pole shift happen
"shortly after May 15, 2003". We did this deliberately to fool the Bush administration, which had stolen the White
House in order declare martial law in the US, to negate all future elections there, to plant the US military in the oil rich
Middle East and thus own black gold in the Aftertime. None of this happened, in great part due to our white lie which
caused Bush to accelerate his agenda and thus stumble. But what would be the advantage of a failure on the 7 of 10
prediction? As you so amply point out, this would devastate those following and putting faith in the ZetaTalk
predictions. There would be no gain. Follow what is going on in Asia, to see evidence of the drama soon to occur.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Angry
Written December 18, 2010
It is now December 17, 2010, but it seems that there is no any distinct sign of 7/10 happenning in
Indonesia. A lot of people who have ever read the newest Chinese translation of zetatalk have become
impatient, and some of them are even scolding zetatalk angrily. Only half month is left currently, I would
like to ask the Zetas whether they still have enough confidence to insure the arrival of 7 /10 at the end of
2010? [and from another] How will the 7 of 10 sinking of Indonesia be handled by the media? Is the
establishment planning some type of cover-up? I asked Mary a week or so ago about any hunches she had
re this period, as she absolutely called the 12/26/2004 quake, 3 months ahead of time. She had the impact,
and the region, and the approximate date. She implies a big boost to ZetaTalk in January. Will the world
not be shocked by the end of 2010? Your prior ZT carefully separates these two incidences.
The 7 of 10 will unfold but not as expected by many. It will not be a dramatic announcement on the news, as the
establishment is ready for this, due to the extensive discussions. This is why Mary the psychic stated that after the first
of the year Nancy would be held in greater regard and given credit. As we stated, there would be large quakes when
Indonesia sinks but not the major quakes one would expect, not magnitude 8-9. Already there are many periods when
quakes line the plate borders, and hammer there. During one such episode, the elevation will start to drop. We have
never stated, in our predictions, how fast this would go, just said "suddenly". The start will be sudden, almost without
warning, but the progress not swift as in the pole shift hour. It will be a steady sinking, in short bursts, over a 2-3 week
period. S America will be right behind Indonesia in this regard, starting its roll. This will start slowly at first, the trend
already noted, but the quakes starting to pick up as Indonesia sinks. Thus it will not be before the early part of 2011
before the full impact of the prediction accuracy is noted by the world. Meanwhile, the establishment will try to cover
with lots of talk about storm surge, Global Warming, and high tides.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Cut Off
Written November 13, 2010
Can we expect a sudden cut-off from ZT-info (chat)? When things heat up (7-8-9/10 etc) landlines and
satellite communication might be destroyed and thus no updated ZetaTalk. No Internet. Is this likely to
happen do you think? Or will Internet still be there even during and after the PS?
We have stated that total satellite failure can be expected as the last weeks approach, with increasing failure up until
that point. Certainly, during the last weeks, the 9 of 10, total failure can be expected. Prior to this time electromagnetic
surge and pulse will affect clear communication via satellite, and cell phone usage. This leaves land lines as a route for
communication, for the Internet, for phone lines, and for cable news. Static from rock under compression disrupts even
these, however. It will be a matter of diminishing capacity, and will certainly start during the 7 of 10 scenarios. Nancy
and others have taken extraordinary steps to provide mirror site services to the existing ZetaTalk and survival
information, on several continents and at several sites per continent in many cases. When land lines drop from being
torn by moving plates, especially between continents, this will help people access the existing pool of knowledge. In
the future communication by short wave will be assisted for Service-to-Other communities, and as time passes and
these communities become dominant and flourish, there will be other assists from aliens in the Service-to-Other.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Nuclear Reactor Accidents
Written November 27, 2010
Perhaps that we can expect incidents at nuclear stations during the 7 of 10 events, i.e. in SE Asia on
achievement of a 7/10, in the west and the north of the S America during its roll, during rupture of the
New Madrid fault line, in the western Europe during a tsunami? I assume that earthquakes and tsunami
can present some problems on nuclear pollution even before the pole shift. Any comments of the Zetas?
After the Chernobyl disasters it is understandable that mankind is nervous about the coming pole shift and the potential
of nuclear disasters in their nearby power stations. We have encouraged all to contact the operators of these facilities,
and advise them of the coming disasters, encouraging them to shut down the facilities at the first sign of major quakes
and the like. We have explained that to a certain extent we, as benign aliens under the control of the Council of
Worlds, can step in and remove the explosive potential from these power stations, as we have from nuclear bombs held
by the US, by Russia, and by other nations. In a shutdown procedure, bolts that inhibit the nuclear reaction are dropped
between the reactor rods, stopping the nuclear reaction cold. This is a simplistic explanation, as the power plant
controls run on electricity which can surge or fail, thus interfering with a shutdown. Such electrical surges or failure,
happening during a shutdown, has been associated with nuclear accidents at Chernobyl, and SL-1 for example. As the
hosing from the magnetic tail of Planet X continues to waft over the Earth, such surge and brownout can be expected.
We predict that many nuclear power plants will be shut down, permanently, during the Earth changes leading into the
pole shift, due to a combination of earthquake threats or damage and electrical surge and brownout. The grid will, in
any case, be down after the pole shift, so this is only an early loss. As to flooding of reactors during the Earth changes
or the pole shift tides, other than interfering with the electrical controls, this does not create, in and of itself, a disaster.
Water is used to cool the reactor rods. It is the absence of water, due to the pumps being inoperable, that is a problem.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Skyscrapers
Written January 22, 2011
In 2002 the zetas talked about imploding cities due to collapse of the infrastructure under skyscrapers but
could not give any details on timing. With the 7/10 events in mind, are they able to tell us whether they
expect this to occur anywhere? Skyscrapers in cities along the top edge of the South American plate like
Caracas and Panama City would seem to be at real risk of this happening but also what about the east
and west coast of the US when the Pacific, New Madrid and Atlantic Rift adjust?
Imploding buildings have been occurring, though this is posed in the news in the context of sinkholes or landslides,
always caused by recent rains washing soil away and the like. Anytime the ground moves to destabilize a building, it
will start to collapse, this side sinking, the walls cracking, etc. For tall buildings in cities to implode requires a more
extreme situation. Towns and suburbs and malls are built where there is solid ground but bedrock is not required.
Skyscrapers require pylons footed on bedrock. But bedrock will shatter and in particular, tilt during the coming Earth
changes. Pylons can also bend or snap. For this to occur, significant moving of the plate must occur. Tearing or
pulling apart can occur in the stretch zone, allowing rock strata to sag. Or compression that snaps the rock strata,
causing the rock strata to snap and jut upward or jumble and fracture into pieces can occur. Imploding skyscrapers will
be among the shocks awaiting the public during the 7 of 10 scenarios, in particular during the Japan quakes and the
New Madrid adjustment.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Precursors
Written July 3, 2010
Could the Zeta's please respond to the irregular wave patterns we are seeing on the buoy data reporting
system for buoy 55023 north eastern Indo-Australian Plate? Are they showing a relationship to the flow of
magma beneath the earth or perhaps harmonic tremors?
When asked about this in April, 2010 when buoy 55023 first began showing the sea floor rise, we mentioned not only
the steady rise of the eastern edge of the Indo-Australian Plate but flexible parts of this plate which can flex when the
plate position changes. Plates are heavy, and when they are tipped up, they can bend at the point where they are
becoming suspended, bend under the weight of rock no longer supported by magma. A void is created under that part
of the plate, in essence. The sudden precipitous drop in water height on June 25, 2010 does indeed have a relationship
to the 7.1 quake in the Solomons a day later. This activity, the lift in the plate, has gotten stronger, and the trend will
only increase in the near future.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Bangkok
Written November 13, 2010
Is all the flooding in Thailand from rain, as purported? If Thailand is having so much rain, then why not
the surrounding areas? Is this sinking land? http://poleshift.ning.com/profiles/blogs/is-thailand-sinkingany And what is the relationship to a new apparently volcanic island near Bali?
http://poleshift.ning.com/profiles/blogs/a-new-island-has-risen-from This new island rose, but is not
steaming as a volcano would. Some land rises, others fall?
Where Bangkok is certainly low land, so low in elevation that it would be under water with a mere 10 foot rise in sea
level, there are many regions in SE Asia just as low who are not experiencing flooding. If Thailand's flooding were
due to rain from a tropical depression, then why are all the neighboring countries with a similar elevation not flooded
too? Vietnam south of Ho Chi Minh is far more vulnerable, and for a broader area, yet is not in such distress. Note the
mountainous regions to the east and west of the valley in central Thailand. We have mentioned that when a plate tilts,
rising one side and sinking on the other, that this plate may bend where the plate is thin. This is happening to some
degree in the Coral Sea off the east coast of Australia, where the bending plate causes an uneven rise there beneath the
buoys. It is also true that thin places on a plate can give rise to buckling when that plate is under compression, being
squeezed. The tongue holding Indonesia is certainly under such a squeeze. As the tongue is pushed together, the
eastern portion pushed toward the west, the valley in central Thailand is buckling, being pushed down. Simultaneously,
a new seemingly volcanic island appeared between eastern Java and Bali, where the tongue is under pressure as it is
being pushed down under the curve of the Indo-Australian Plate. Where this is causing extensive volcanic activity in
Sumatra and Java, it is also finding weak places in the plate holding Indonesia, which can buckle in such a manner as
to rise. The new island is indeed volcanic in origin, having been formed years ago under the sea, but is no longer an
active volcano. Thus, rising land, due to buckling, is the only explanation. The squeeze is acting like an accordion, as it
comes together. Some parts rise, some parts fall during the compression.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: China UFO
Written July 10, 2010
Is China really getting UFO visit in its eastern city Hangzhou that air traffic was disrupted on July 8? If
not what was the thing they saw? [and from another] http://tieba.baidu.com/f?kz=821647347 Insider
reveal that the UFO could be seen by naked eyes. Actual how the incident was reported: around 8 pm, a
private jet pilot on the runway spot a UFO about the height of 450m above. He reported to the control
station. And the control station decided to secure the airport to prevent flights colliding with the UFO.
They also inform the military to launch a search for the UFO. After 1 hour of search, they found nothing.
Inflight radar show no UFO indication, only military planes. It's advise that nothing had been found and
the government did not hide anything. And on another post, some confirm that the UFO objects appears as
a BOL (confirm with latest update from media), and sights from Vietnam sea near Guangxi, reported
around 8pm. Another sighting at Guangdong around 4am on the 7th. The object was moving quite fast.
My take is: military have found nothing, yet know its a real UFO. So just covered some of the loopholes
and say its not visible to naked eyes.
Hangzhou is on the line of breakage as the tongue of the Eurasian Plate is pulled down and under the Indo-Australian
Plate. This is the line so active in sinkholes lately, from the point where the Himalayas are pushing into China across
to the coast. Hangzhou is also on the coast, at the end of a bay which will surely have tidal bore or tsunami
compressing to a point at Hangzhou when the Pacific does any degree of adjusting. The UFO was reported, sighted, as
far south as Guangxi and Guangdong provinces, which are likewise along the coastlines in the regions being drawn
down as the tongue of the Eurasian Plate is being bent. These regions, and Hangzhou, are clearly being warned about
tsunami and a suddenly rising sea level as the plate is bend and pulled down. In sightings such as this, telepathic
warnings are given to those below. The plate bending is at present gradual, and only exhibited by dramatic sinkholes
that have developed. But plate movement, accompanying earthquakes, produces sudden changes, and it is then that
those along the coastlines will experience sudden tsunami and loss of sea level.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Taiwan UFO
Written August 7, 2010
What can you tell about this video? Lightning UFO Taiwan Pyramid http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=_66ttHyJhuU Comments of Zetas?

During an intense lightning display, in which the lighting primarily remained up in the atmosphere and did not seem to
ground, a pyramid UFO was sighted. In these types of UFO sightings, which get media attention and are seen by many
on the ground, there is telepathic communication, warning those below of pending Earth changes. What is the warning
for Taiwan? The UFO display was timed to occur during the lightning display so that many would notice, and ponder.
Taiwan has been liberal in accepting immigrants, and will be pressed during the coming months to accept more.
Indonesia will suffer as the tongue of Indonesia is pushed under the curve of the Indo-Australian plate, and many
drowning Indonesians will be looking for a home elsewhere. Those in Taiwan are being told to expect this, and to
search their hearts as to how to respond.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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Leader's Reaction

ZetaTalk: Leader's Reaction
Written November 6, 2010
If the 7 of 10 involves Indonesia and surrounding lands, wouldn't a key indicator be the sudden departure
of their major leaders and elite? They have some information and are following Zetas as well. They
should be in a good position to get out while the getting is good.
How many of the ruling powers in Indonesia, and their wealthy and corporate cronies, are aware of the ZetaTalk
prediction on the 7 of 10 scenario to afflict their country by the end of 2010? Few, and of those who have, the
prediction has been thrown in the same basket as all other predictions from all other sources. The elite are accustomed
to dictating, not listening. The process of denial, whereby the person tends to resist information that would make them
feel uncomfortable, is especially strong in the elite, who fear being toppled from their perch. Then there is the
arrogance that those in the elite invariably develop during their life, where they are well guarded from the public's rage
and any of the hardships that afflict the common man. Their opinion of ZetaTalk, and for their own vulnerability, will
change after the 7 of 10 event, as many of their number will die during the turmoil and sudden flooding.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Singapore
Written June 19, 2010
Thanks for your information on earth changes. I read that during your holographic presentation in
November 2009, you saw that the western edge of the Pacific plate will subduct thus raising the eastern
side of the Indian-Australia plate, with an additional tipping of its sideway (which I believe to be along
the Java Trench), and most of the Indonesian islands will then sink. The sinking of the Indonesia islands
will be one of the many events that leads us to the 7 of 10. I will like to know will Singapore (and
Peninsula Malaysia) be submerged too during this 7 of 10, which is prior to the pole shift? Considering
the fact that Singapore is very near to Indonesia (Sumatra Island) and could be easily mistaken to be part
of its island. (I know Singapore, together with Vietnam and Thailand will be submerged after the poles
shift when the polars melt.)
Singapore, as well as the large islands of Indonesia and the Malaysia are riding on the tongue of the Eurasian Plate.
These will all suffer when the plate movement described as part of the Holographic presentation Nancy was privy to on
November, 2009 occurs. Where this has been included as a pending large plate movement, we did not specify just
what of the holographic presentation would be included in a move to a 7 of 10 stage, nor are we allowed to do so. We
were only allowed to state that one or more of the plate movements described would happen by the end of 2010, when
a 7 of 10 would have arrived, and that a 7 of 10 would "shock the world" so that there would be no doubt it had
arrived. New Guinea, however, rides on the Indo-Australian Plate and will if anything get a bump up in elevation due
to the plate tilting.
To what extent will the islands on the tongue suffer during the plate movements described? Sumatra and Java of
course ride at the edge of the plate, and are land masses rather than seabed because of the subduction pressure. Rock
has been scrapped off the tongue as it subducted, creating mountains from this jumble. Sumatra and Java are not, thus
what is assumed to be solid rock but is a clutter, a jumble, and can thus easily shift under sufficient pressure. The
Malaysia peninsula is lowland, and any reduction in sea level is devastating. Singapore thus shares in a dual tragedy,
situated between a crumbling Sumatra and a sinking Malaysia. Sumatra and Java will not sink entirely, as they have
high ground, high mountains. Borneo likewise has high ground, and this will survive even the scouring of the water
wash from the Pacific during the hour of the pole shift. But during the plate movement that will push some islands in
Indonesia down, many small islands, and the coastlines of larger islands, will experience a loss of sea level, suddenly.
In that Singapore is situated on lowland, it too will become suddenly flooded.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: The Philippines
Written August 14, 2010
Greetings from the Philippines! The z's described what happens to China (sinkholes) and Indonesia
(islands sinking) during a possible 7 scenario, but what happens on the other side of the Indonesian
tongue where the Philippines lie? Will islands in the Philippines also sink?
We alluded to the time when the tongue that holds Indonesia and the Philippines would subduct under the curve of the
Indo-Australian plate in our former Safe Locations advice for the Philippines. The Philippines will find themselves
pulled down also. The southern coast of China has been warned, by UFO flyover and telepathic message, to anticipate
a rising sea when the tongue is pushed down. The crack point, the point where breakage of the tongue is occurring, is
in a line across the tongue well above the Philippines. Thus when Sumatra and Java and the Malay peninsula find their
streets flooding, losing sea level, the Philippines will find their problems in this regard not far behind!
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: India
Written October 16, 2010
As zetas stated before that when we reach 7 of 10, western India wil sink, now you are saying that "India is
not where the action is during the 7 of 10." Please explain. [and from another] The Indo-Australian plate
currently is pressing against the Himalaya's which is affecting Pakistan (lowering and sinking). If the 7 of
10 is not going to be affecting India directly, there must be a reason since the Indo-Australian Plate is
long and goes across the equator up to the Himalaya's as one piece. Will the Indo-Australian Plate break
into two parts before or after the 7? Will pressure on the Indonesian area next to the Indo-Australian
Plate (set to start sinking during the 7) increase the speed of Indonesia sinking if the Indo-Australian
Plate breaks into two pieces - to form the Indian Plate and the Australian Plate? [and from another]
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indo-Australian_Plate Recent studies suggest that the Indo-Australian Plate
may be in the process of breaking up into two separate plates due primarily to stresses induced by the
collision of the Indo-Australian Plate with Eurasia along the Himalayas. The two protoplates or subplates
are generally referred to as the Indian Plate and the Australian Plate."
Though the Indo-Australian Plate is sometimes referred to as two separate plates, this plate operates as one and will
continue to do so. Where Indonesia at the southern edge will lose approximately 80 feet in elevation, the curve of the
Indo-Australian Plate nestling this southern edge of the tongue will not gain that much in elevation. Bangladesh will
find some of its recently submerged islands suddenly reappearing, and the tides will not roll inland as far as formerly.
Overall, perhaps a 15 foot gain in elevation, though this is short term as the continent of India will continue to
submerge as time marches on toward the pole shift. What occurs in the pushing down of the tongue holding Indonesia
is a drama occurring under the water, in the main. One can see from elevation or relief maps that the submerged land
to the south of Sumatra and Java are not under deep, but under relatively shallow water. We have described Sumatra
and Java as land formed by the scraping of the tongue holding Indonesia, and pushed back along the tongue holding
Indonesia by the edge of the Indo-Australian Plate. This will again occur, but as the tongue overall is pushed down, the
scrapings will not produce new mountain ranges above the waves but only jumble under the waves. The western edge
of India, where the Indus River region in Pakistan is sinking, will likewise not experience that much loss of elevation,
commensurate with the eastern edge of India, perhaps a 10 foot drop. What is occurring in India is not where the 7 of
10 action will be focused, at least not in the public eye.
Written November 20, 2010
Will Karachi sink during 7 of 10? Or will Karachi sink when we reach 7?
We have predicted that the western edge of India will only lose 10 feet or so of elevation during the 7 of 10, and given
the degree of flooding that Pakistan is already experiencing, Karachi has already experienced some of this elevation
loss. The flooding in Pakistan, however, is afflicting the Indus River valley to the east of Karachi at this time, on that
portion of Pakistan lying on the plate holding India. When the tongue holding Indonesia drops, Karachi will experience
great quakes and crumbling, but overall this city will not yet sink.
Written November 27, 2010
Will Mumbai and Bangalore sink during 7 of 10?
The folding of the Pacific plates that accompany the sinking of Indonesia during the 7 of 10 scenarios involves, as we
have explained, the Mariana and Philippine plates tilting and flattening westward. This is nothing more than an
existing trend, so is just a matter of the plates moving along faster in the direction they are already going. The Mariana
Trench is a zone where the Pacific Plate is subducting under the Mariana Plate. The Pacific Plate curves down at this
point, plunging under the Mariana Islands which ride on the Mariana Plate. The trench will be suddenly closed, so that
rather than a trench there will be the Pacific Plate scraping along the Mariana Plate, and giving the Mariana Islands a
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temporary boost up as the plate tilts during this process. The Mariana Plate, thus tilted, will slide its western edge
down along the Philippine Plate, as the Mariana Plate subducts under the Philippine Plate and this process will now be
accelerating. The Philippine Plate likewise tilts its eastern side up, dropping its western side down. The exaggerated tilt
accelerates the subduction of the Mariana Plate, and also accelerates the subduction of the Philippine Plate under the
tongue holding Indonesia. The tilting of the Philippine Plate give the Philippine Islands a temporary boost up also, as
these islands ride on the eastern edge of the tongue holding Indonesia. Meanwhile, the tongue holding Indonesia has
been plunged down, ultimately pulling both the Mariana and Philippine plates down as they fold so the Mariana
Islands do not have a permanent boost in elevation. Nancy has explained this as a deck of cards, scattered on a table
top, being pulled together into a deck. The plates are folded against one another.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Hong Kong
Written November 27, 2010
Will Hong Kong sink during 7 of 10? If yes, how serious it is?
Hong Kong will be inundated by seawater during the 7 of 10 sinking of the plate tongue holding Indonesia, losing
approximately 20 feet in elevation. Where much of Hong Kong is in the hills surrounding the city, it will nonetheless
be devastated. Services such as clean water and electricity will be negated, so the desperate residents of the high rises
will be living like birds in the trees. Where this will be a shock, it is a shock that will come to Hong Kong in any case
during the pole shift. Thus, by forcing residents to move to higher ground, the 7 of 10 devastation is actually an assist
toward survival.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: The Mentawai Islands
Written December 11, 2010
Can we expect any earthquake of 8-9 magnitude before end of 2010 that accompanies the tsunami caused
by the bending of the tongue holding Indonesia? How would that bending plate affect the Mentawai
Islands, tsunami-wise? And if there will be any tsunami, would it be higher than the 25 October tsunami in
Mentawai? http://www.searo.who.int/en/Section1257/Section2263/Section2341/Section2376_15628.htm
May I ask if an earthquake of 8-9 magnitude will accompany (I'm not asking before or after) Indonesia
sinking before end 2010?

The Mentawai Islands will not sink entirely during the 7 of 10 scenario afflicting Indonesia, nor, surprisingly, is great
tsunami expected for these islands. We have mentioned waves that clash and boil but tsunami is a large amount of
water rushing in a clear direction, and this will not be happening to the leading edge that slides under the curve of the
Indo-Australian Plate. What will be experienced during the 7 of 10 is a suddenly rising tide, rising rapidly. Where
water rolls inland and is blocked, it will seek to go around hills and rush into inland valleys and the like, and this will
bring turmoil of course, turbulent water, boiling water, arriving not only from the coast but also from inland valleys.
This is our prediction for the 7 of 10, but the pole shift brings a far worse situation of course. Though there will be
earthquakes proceeding and accompanying the sinking of the tongue holding Indonesia, it will not require great quakes
to allow the tongue to slide. Thus the sinking will be unexpected, as the quakes will not be that notable. It is a slide,
not a jolting, that will occur, and it will take place rapidly.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Bonin Islands
Written January 8, 2010
Given the recent swarm of quakes in the Bonin Islands (Magnitude 6.4 Bonin Islands, Japan Region,
Wednesday, December 22, 2010 at 21:49:39 UTC) along with those still occurring, should we not be
giving more thought to these islands, given their proximity, as being a precusor to the folding of the
Marianna Trench? [and from another] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bonin_Islands They lie above a
subduction zone between the Pacific Plate and the Philippine Sea Plate. The Pacific Plate is subducting
under the Philippine Sea Plate, which creates an oceanic trench to the east of the islands. Most of the
islands have steep shorelines, often with sea cliffs ranging from 50 to 100 metres (160 to 330 ft) in height,
but the islands are also fringed with coral reefs and have many beaches. The highest point lies on South
Iwo Jima, at 916 metres (3,005 ft).
As with other islands in the Pacific, such as Fiji or the Diaoyu Islands, the small islands along the rising edge of the
Mariana Plate or the Philippine Plate will not fare well. There is simply no way to be 100 miles inland for any degree
of safety during the tidal sloshing that the pole shift will bring. In those islands that have volcanic mountains, tidal
bore will be an issue. Thus, Guam and the Mariana and Bonin Islands are not advised as safe locations. The tipping of
the Mariana and Philippine Plates during the 7 of 10 adjustments will cause the eastern coasts on these islands to gain
elevation slightly, while their west coasts will lose, commensurately. But during the 7 of 10 adjustments, water will be
on the move, seeking its level, and thus could wash over small islands with low elevation. A devastation!
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Indonesia Tsunami
Written December 18, 2010
Will Hongkong be attacked by tsunami during the loss of elevation in progress? If yes, is there any first
sign of sinking can be noted so that people can head to the hills in time.
Tsunami and eventual sea level loss are not the same thing, although we have predicted a potential tsunami for the
Philippines of 40 feet, and this is our estimate for their eventual elevation loss also. The Mentawai Islands and the
leading edge of Sumatra and Java will not experience tsunami, though the water rushing inland may clash and boil. If
you place a plate in a bathtub, and push it gently down, water will come from all directions onto the plate, but a
tsunami wave is not generated. We have stated that a tsunami during the sinking of Indonesia will race north. There
will be a clash of this water pouring in from the Bay of Bengal into the South China Sea, which will go in the
direction of least resistance. Since the water is coming from the Bay of Bengal, pouring over the lowering plate, it will
not push back against this flow. Water from the Pacific will have poured into the South China Sea as it is lowered.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: China Supression
Written November 6, 2010
This is a Chinese who has read a lot of Zetatalk information which has been tranlated into Chinese. He
doesn't know English, so aksing me to help him ask the following question: I am from China, a faithful
believer of Zetatalk. Unlike most skeptical people, I believe you and Zetas are absolutely correct and
credible. Now I'm eager to get help from you, because only you can help me in this regards. I am going to
make up or give up my survival plans according to your information.I have a question to ask zetas, and
would like to receive their answers. The question is : After the happening of 7 of 10, will the Chinese
Government cut off or block this disaster information on network, so that we know nothing about the 7 of
10 ? If the government does not cut off or block these disaster information immediately, when will it do
so? I am very afraid that the Chinese government will block all the disaster information and I can not
hear Zetatalk any more. It would be fearful and helpless for me.
If the China government considered blocking media reports on the pending disaster in Indonesia, they did not consider
it for more than a moment. Since the days of Tiananmen Square, when the brutality of the government was
photographed and faxed to the outside world, China has been aware that technology and suppression of information
flow do not go hand in hand. Since then, China has been further industrialized, the reach of the Internet pervasive. To
attempt to suppress the fact of a large scale disaster in the region would prove to be impossible, and ultimately come
back on the government, showing their hand. They may not officially ascribe to ZetaTalk predictions, but will not
deny reports on a disaster in Indonesia.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Indonesia Volcanoes
Written October 23, 2010
The collision between Burma Plate and Indian Plate will get fiercer due to subduction of the IndoAustralian Plate to Eurasion Plate, as the momentum will also push the India Plate. Not only that,
between Sumatra and Java (Sunda Straits) sit the Krakatoa volcanoes. And Krakatao was first formed by
the subduction of the Indo-Australia Plate under the Eurasian Plate. "Krakatau is ... directly above the
subduction zone of the Eurasian Plate and the Indo-Australian Plate where the plate boundaries make a
sharp change of direction, possibly resulting in an unusually weak crust in the region." (Wikipedia) Surely
overall these would be horrifying for Sumatra and Java, being not solid rocks but clutter, a jumble. So, it
seems that we're going to have not only tsunami (Sumatra) and hurricanes (especially when a plate shifts,
does it not create hurricanes?), but also volcanic eruptions (another tsunami in the case of significant
Krakatoas eruption). I can imagine how unimaginably horrible the overall outcomes would be with plates
dropping and rising putting volcanoes, sensitive to these kind of movements, on highly active mode, if it is
so. In the last ZetaTalk Newsletter, The Zetas have indicated that no predictor as to how soon the bending
and the dropping will happen for dramatic 7 of 10 to occur other than the direction of plate movement
which can observed from the sinking of Jakarta, Pakistan, and Coral Sea rising. If I don't mistakenly take
it literally, it seems that a dramatic Krakatoas eruption would add after some initial without-predictor
dramatic 7 of 10. My question is how big would the Krakatao volcanoes erupt? Is it going to be greater
force than the one in 1883? Would all these not create a huge havoc, if not prime, in the area of Sunda
Straits, where the Krakatoas sit? Would the whole scheme not create a momentum that will activate the
Krakatoas greatly? If it erupts at that point, would the eruption bigger than the 1883 eruption?
Will Krakatoa erupt, giving warning that the bending of the tongue holding Indonesia is about to begin? Surprisingly,
the nervous volcanoes in Indonesia will not increase their eruption much beyond where they are today, during the
elevation drop. The reason is because the pressure of plate movement is going elsewhere, in a different direction.
Volcanoes erupt because magma is pushed into pockets near the surface, without an opportunity to escape into the
general flow of magma that takes place under the plates. Rather than compress the tongue holding Indonesia, the
dropping of the tongue allows this tongue to expand, to fan out under the curve of the Indo-Australian Plate. At the
present time, the pockets under this edge of the tongue are increasingly compressed, thus the increased activity noted
in Indonesian volcanoes recently.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Detailed Information
Written October 16, 2010
For the past few months I've just been reading this site but now I registered so I can ask a question.
Regarding the Indo-Australian plate tipping, I guess no one has asked this question yet: How much
elevation will the areas affected by this plate tipping such as India, Bangladesh, Indonesia, Malaysia and
Philippines lose? I think this information is important so we can know which higher areas people can go
to when the process starts. [and from another] I would like to ask how much of the Philippines,
particularly Manila will be affected when 7 of 10 happens? Will there be lots of lives lost? Can you
provide more details regarding this?

We have spoken previously of the areas to be affected by the bending of the tongue holding Indonesia, but can now
give more specifics. Draw a line from the city of Hangzhou directly east, and consider this horizontal line the point of
bend. This does not mean that points north can rest easy, as when the tongue bends down water from various sides will
rush in to fill the void, and these waters will have a rebound in the form of tsunami which can race northward at a
height of 20-30 feet. The southern coast of China was likewise warned that they could experience loss of elevation.
How much will their coastline drop, that they needed this warning from the Hangzhou UFO? This coastline, in
general, can anticipate losing 20 feet in elevation, which will likewise afflict Taiwan though Taiwan is high land and
will not be as devastated.
Though the tipping of the Philippine Plate at first gives the islands of the Philippines some relief, as the subduction of
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the plate is pushing under them, as the bending of the tongue holding Indonesia progresses, they too find an
astonishing loss of sea level. However, other than some small islands and the direct coastline, little of the Philippines
will be affected by this rise in sea level, and safety can be gained if the coastal residents head for the hills at the first
sign of sinking. Tsunami will affect the Philippines, to a potential height of 40 feet, so a prompt evacuation to be at
least 20 miles inland is necessary. If the coast of southern China will lose 20 feet in elevation, the Philippines will
ultimately lose twice that much, to a total loss of 40 feet in elevation. Due to the tilting of the Indo-Australia Plate,
Bangladesh gains temporary relief from the steady sinking it has experienced the past few years. And the tsunami
likely to race northward will not come their way because the waters from the Bay of Bengal will be rushing into the
South China Sea, and there clashing to push north. If the loss of 40 feet in elevation is not devastating to the
Philippines, it is to the coastline of southern Burma, Tailand, and Cambodia, which have vast areas that will suddenly
and permanently be flooded.
It is the southern tip of the tongue which is utterly devastated. Draw a line just north of the Malaysia border and over
the top of Borneo. The land on the tongue from this point south will double its elevation loss, so that Java and the
islands bordering the Banda Sea will find they have lost a full 80 feet in elevation, sinking many coastal cities and
small islands out of sight. Singapore will be awash, its streets hopelessly inundated. Vast areas of the northern
coastline of Sumatra and the southern coastline of Borneo will likewise be inundated. And if having the sea rush in
were not horrific enough, the sudden drop in elevation will bring with it water from the Indian Ocean and the
Philippine Sea which will create turmoil, unpredictable waves that clash and boil. There is no predictor indicating that
the bend and drop are about to happen that we could point to. There are, as we mentioned there would be, indicators of
the direction that the plates are being pushed, as Jakarta has been sinking, Pakistan sinking, and the Coral Sea floor
rising. We are telling you your coastlines are not safe, and the rest is up to you!
Written October 23, 2010
Would the Zeta elaborate a bit how the sea water coming from the Indian Ocean and the Philippine Sea
during 7 of 10 will boil? When you say: "And if having the sea rush in were not horrific enough, the
sudden drop in elevation will bring with it water from the Indian Ocean and the Philippine Sea which will
create turmoil, unpredictable waves that clash and boil. http://zetatalk3.com/info/tinfx341.htm 7 of 10
Elevation.
Boiling water, as seen in a pot, has water splashing about on the surface, bubbles rising up from the bottom of the pan
where steam is being formed. This is water with tides moving in multiple directions, in the pot. Super heated water is
rising from the center, filled with bubbles that burst on the surface, while cooler water cycles back along the sides of
the pot. The concept of the seas boiling is such that water of uneven presure is clashing, such that water from one
source forges through the waters coming from another direction. Such a clash can create water going into a circular
direction, seeking to release its pressure, and such circular motion can create huge whirlpools. These are of legend
during pole shift times. If the water under pressure is also cold, it tends to create an undertow, creating strange
movement on the surface where the surface water seems to be rippling in this or that direction for no reason. Such
undertows can be very dangerous. If something on the surface gets caught in the tow, it will not surface for a long
time, potentially drowning those in boats or floating on flotsam. Warm water tends to rise to the surface, and if
breaking through colder water on the surface, will likely explode there, giving the impression that the seas are boiling.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Folding Pacific
Written November 20, 2010
Could you explain a little more about the pacific 'folding' ? It's a big ocean. Will it 'fold' more or less the
same from the northern to southern hemisphere and does the folding process create events unique to itself
or will these be minor compared to the shift events.
We addressed the fact that the Pacific plate is not one plate, as assumed. In fact, it is at least four plates. The rise and
incident of islands from Kamchatka to Hawaii to the Society Islands shows this to be a plate boundary, down the
center of the Pacific. Call that land to the east of this plate boundary the East Pacific Plate. There is also a triangle of a
plate between the points of Hawaii, West Samoa, and the Society Islands. Call this the West Pacific Plate. Below the
Society Islands is a plate which could be called the South Pacific Plate. And the portion of the Pacific Plate pushing
under Japan and pushing under the Philippine Plate could be called the North Pacific Plate. All these plates are folding
now, as a close examination of the live seismographs shows. Take a look at where magma sloshing is ongoing!
What we refer to as the folding Pacific is more than this, however. It is primarily the plates abutting Asia. The Mariana
Trench will collapse against the tiny Mariana Plate which will tilt and fold to push under the Philippine Plate. The
Philippine Plate is likewise tilting to fold and push under the tongue holding Indonesia, which is itself buckling and
sinking. Where the Pacific plates are almost constantly adjusting, the north and west Pacific plates riding over the east
and south Pacific plates, this is silent and virtually unnoticed by man, who cannot place his monitors under the deep
sea. Hawaii is known to be steadily rising, however, as a result of this. Thus, when we refer to a folding Pacific, we
are referring to the plates tilting and folding against Indonesia and Japan.
Written November 27, 2010
I was hoping to know a little more detail regarding "the folding of the pacific". It seems the Mariana
Trench as the most likely point where this "Fold" occurs. Will this folding cause the Philippine Plate to
rise on its eastern side? Seems a lot of elevation in the Philippines eastern ridge - would these rise further
or will the drop in the tongue as described prevail - nullifying the folding effect?
The folding of the Pacific plates that accompany the sinking of Indonesia during the 7 of 10 scenarios involves, as we
have explained, the Mariana and Philippine plates tilting and flattening westward. This is nothing more than an
existing trend, so is just a matter of the plates moving along faster in the direction they are already going. The Mariana
Trench is a zone where the Pacific Plate is subducting under the Mariana Plate. The Pacific Plate curves down at this
point, plunging under the Mariana Islands which ride on the Mariana Plate. The trench will be suddenly closed, so that
rather than a trench there will be the Pacific Plate scraping along the Mariana Plate, and giving the Mariana Islands a
temporary boost up as the plate tilts during this process. The Mariana Plate, thus tilted, will slide its western edge
down along the Philippine Plate, as the Mariana Plate subducts under the Philippine Plate and this process will now be
accelerating. The Philippine Plate likewise tilts its eastern side up, dropping its western side down. The exaggerated tilt
accelerates the subduction of the Mariana Plate, and also accelerates the subduction of the Philippine Plate under the
tongue holding Indonesia. The tilting of the Philippine Plate give the Philippine Islands a temporary boost up also, as
these islands ride on the eastern edge of the tongue holding Indonesia. Meanwhile, the tongue holding Indonesia has
been plunged down, ultimately pulling both the Mariana and Philippine plates down as they fold so the Mariana
Islands do not have a permanent boost in elevation. Nancy has explained this as a deck of cards, scattered on a table
top, being pulled together into a deck. The plates are folded against one another.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: South America
Written November 27, 2010
What level or intensity of earthquakes should we anticipate for the São Paulo State, Brazil during the last
weeks (not during the PS itself)? This information would help us to better understand possible highway
disruptions - trying to avoid being trapped in the big cities. We almost never experience earthquakes, so I
am curious about possible ones during the last weeks.
We cannot be specific as to do so would be to reveal a timeline. We are not, at the current time, even detailing the
changes to expect during the 8 of 10. We have given a clue as to what the east coast of S America can expect, in
general, in our 7 of 10 descriptions. Where the Andes will experience quakes of magnitude 8-9 during the 7 of 10 due
to confrontations with the Nazca Plate, and the northern border of the S American Plate likewise due to the
confrontation with the Caribbean Plate, the eastern coast does not deal with these traumas. As the Atlantic Rift
continues to rip open, the eastern coast moves with the continent of S America as it presses toward the Pacific. Thus,
riding in the rear during those confrontations, it experiences less trauma.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: S.America Tsunami
Written July 10, 2010
When part of the Caribbean Plate sinks during one of the 7/8 of 10 events will residents of coastal areas
from Venezuela to French Guiana be assaulted by tsumani type waves due to the void created by sinking
islands in the (southern) Caribbean? Will South America's Atlantic Coast suffer devastating tsumanis
during the events associated with the 7/8 of 10 stage (due to a crumbling Caribbean plate); will there be
advance warning of such events? Will the Atlantic coastal areas of South America (Venezuela to the bulge
of Brazil) have devastating tsunamis when part of the Caribbean plate crumbles (south Caribbean?)
during 7/8 of 10 events? How much forewarning will we have?
Tsunami are generated anytime a plate drops or rises under the sea. When the S American Plate rolls, it will push the
Caribbean Plate down, creating a void. The void will primarily be at the southern part of the Caribbean Plate, where
islands will suddenly lose elevation, some sinking entirely. This void will pull water from the Caribbean as well as the
Atlantic, which would seem to negate the likelihood of a tsunami, but there will be a clash. When the water rushes into
the void it is water on the move, with momentum, and this is the tsunami expected along the coastline of Venezuela
and its neighbors. This coastline will at first find water receding, but this is a false signal and should not be trusted.
The wave will be coming. The islands will have no such warning, but will sink suddenly in concert with the quakes. In
that the S American Plate reaches to the center of the Atlantic, the rolling of the S American Plate will seem to have
scant impact on those coastlines facing the Atlantic. There will be irregular tides, and certainly earthquakes, but
beyond a slight spreading of the Rio Parana river mouth at Buenos Aires, which is ripping apart where the river
empties into the Atlantic, there will be little impact.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Major Cities
Written October 9, 2010
What major cities will be affected by the South American roll? Santiago, Lima, Buenos Aires?
Though there have been a lot of precursor signs that S American is getting ready to roll- an 8.8 quake along the Andes
in Chile and exploding oil and gas rigs in Bonaire and Trinidad-Tobago - these signs are but the lightest touch
compared to the actual event. We have described tsunami that will occur in the Caribbean, and a ripping open of the
Rio Parana river mouth at Buenos Aires. The primary effect of the S American roll will be on the small islands in the
Caribbean which ride just north of the S America Plate border, as these will lose elevation suddenly, and in some cases
sink entirely. Will there be earthquakes? Such movement of a plate does not occur silently. The entire region, from the
tip of S America to the islands on the north border of the Carribean Plate will be jolted, and repeatedly, during the roll.
Along the Andes, these quakes will be in the range of a magnitude 8-9, but lesser elsewhere. In that the Andes will
rise, riding over the Nazca Plate to the west, no significant tsunami will be produced along the west coast of S
America. All major cities in the mountain building areas will experience these great quakes - Santiago, La Paz, Lima,
Qinto, and Bogota.
Those living along the border of S America and the hapless Caribbean Plate will experience a great moaning and
grinding while the S American Plate glides over the Caribbean Plate, pushing it down with its weight as it does so.
Such a gliding action does have catch points where the plates are not smooth, and hesitation and jerking with a sudden
release occurs, a type of earthquake that seems to last for most of an hour. Caracas as all of Venezuela will experience
this seemingly continuous quake, which will approach a magnitude 8 in strength at times. As we have mentioned, the
east coast of S America just goes along for the ride. There will be sympathetic jolts from the great quakes elsewhere on
the plate, but these will be relatively minor, at most a magnitude 7. When the seaway at Buenos Aires rips open, this is
a silent adjustment, as most stretch zone adjustments are. The residents will recover from any earthquakes to see the
far shore of the seaway at a greater distance, and the mouth of the Rio Parana widened.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Caribbean
Written November 27, 2010
I would like to have information on the Caribbean and in particular on my island Martinique which is also
a volcanic island. Do I have to expect both flooding and eruption as Edgar Caye mention the Pelée and it
is in Martinique. Where is the closest safety area for me?
That portion of the S American Plate lying to the east of the Caribbean Plate will participate in the roll expected during
the 7 of 10 scenarios. The Caribbean islands finding themselves along the eastern curve of the Caribbean Plate will
thus experience increased volcanic activity in the many volcanoes that lie on that island chain. The Caribbean Plate will
lift, slightly, on its northern edge, while plunging greatly on its southern edge, being pushed down by the overriding S
American Plate as it rolls. Of course magma will be roiling, as the pressure from the southern part of the Caribbean
Plate being shoved down into the magma will force this magma to go somewhere. It will move in the direction of least
resistance, which will be toward the north, and thus it will rush under all volcanoes currently in the Caribbean or in
Central America. We have mentioned the tsunami those in this region can expect during the 7 of 10 roll, and large
quakes those in the region can expect, but this activity is minor compared to what will occur during the pole shift
itself. Those who live on islands in the Caribbean are advised to go elsewhere if they expect to survive what is coming.
Written January 15, 2010
Thanks so much for all your helpful advice and info! I have a friend who lives in Barbados and was
hoping the Zetas might give a bit more detail on the extent of sinking this and the other Caribbean islands
might be facing in the next few weeks.

As can be seen from plate tectonics, Central America is being pushed over the Cocos Plate. When this is done
violently during the 7 of 10 roll, the crumbling we have described for these lands will occur. The small islands just to
the east of Central America will participate in this crush. The Caribbean Plate will be pushed up behind them, bunched
up, fracturing the rock layers so they go in all directions, up as well as down. This is an issue not so much of sinking
as of unpredictability. The fate of these small islands is unpredictable. They may survive from the jumble, or disappear
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entirely. The hump of the S American Plate intrudes into the Caribbean, and as it moves to the west it will push the
Caribbean Plate above Colombia down forcefully. The trend has already been noticed this past year along the
Colombian coastline.
Aruba, Bonaire, and Curacao ride on the hump, and thus will survive. The island chain along the eastern edge of the
Caribbean Plate was formed when the Caribbean Plate was pushed up during expansion of the Atlantic. But this is
countered by the hump of S America pushing the Caribbean Plate down, overall. Thus those islands in the chain close
to S America will lose in elevation, while those islands at the top of the chain will not. From Antigua south, the islands
in this chain can expect a minimum of an elevation drop of 57 feet, on average, with this being irregular throughout
due to the trauma to the area. Islands just to the north of S America will be affected the most such that Barbados to
Tobago may sink entirely except for the highest points, losing several hundred feet in elevation, and Trinidad will be
torn apart in addition to sinking as it rides on the plate border.
A plate, being solid rock in layers, tends to move as one. Thus if the southern part is pushed down, it will tilt, the
northern part lift up. The larger islands along the northern part of the Caribbean Plate could be assumed to gain
elevation except that the entire Caribbean Plate is losing, overall. Thus the southern shores of these larger islands will
experience some elevation loss, where beaches may emerge on the northern shores. To the extent that fracturing is
occurring in the plate, as occurs for Haiti, fracturing can be expected. This will be a rough ride for all, with sloshing
and clashing water and the Caribbean Plate which at first may seem to rise, then drop as the roll proceeds.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Volcanoes
Written January 15, 2011
When South America rolls and Central America is pushed over the Cocos Plate, will this activate
volcanoes in Central America or does being pushed over the plate block the flow of magma to the
surface? Will new volcanoes suddenly appear where the edge of the Cocos plate is under new locations in
Central America?
Volcanoes erupt when the magma pockets beneath the surface, the source of the spewing lava, are under pressure. This
will surely not change during the S American roll, as most of Central America rides on the Caribbean Plate, which will
be pushed down, compressed against the Cocos and Nazca Plates, and in some cases crumbled by the sideways
pressure. This will also be true of the volcanoes in the Caribbean. Relief will not occur until some days have passed,
when the roiling magma has found new pathways for its flow.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Central America
Written March 22, 2010
I know that the Zetas have said, repeatedly, that all of Central America is a high danger zone, but could
they please go into some more detail about what the individual countries can expect? Mexico and
Guatamala have greater land mass, so presumably will have some safe zones. However, as one moves
south, the land steadily narrows until it gets to Panama, a mere isthmus. I have many friends still living in
Costa Rica and Panama, whom I have tried to convince to leave (as I did). But all have said, "no, I'm at
high altitude, or in a non-volcanic zone, or it can't be that bad, or you're spouting too much doom and
gloom, or it's happening in the Caribbean islands, not here on the mainland", etc. etc. denial, denial. Are
there any survivable areas at all in either Costa Rica or Panama, and if so, where exactly? Some of these
people are at least open-minded enough to be following your weekly newsletter and would read about
safe zones (if any) that they could head toward. And if they read descriptions of events that are pointedly
closer to home (combined with the upcoming 7 of 10 events), maybe they'll finally be convinced.

Where have we failed? We have used words like fractured, crumbled, crunched, experiencing great trauma, dragged
along, or ground up. In addition to what will happen to the land mass, we have mentioned exploding volcanoes very
near at hand, and water rushing completely over such lowlands as the Yucatan and Panama. How have we failed to
relay what is coming? If total destruction does not occur during the 7 of 10, it will during the hour of the pole shift if
not before that time. We have described the 7 of 10 as moving the top of S American Plate 250 miles to the west. Not
all this movement involves S America, due to adjustments elsewhere, but nevertheless Panama and Costa Rica will be
crushed during the 7 of 10 by the grinding movement of the hump as the great S American Plate grinds over it.
Does this bring to mind a ride in a car with a bad set of shocks? The land before you will heave up, up to several
hundred feet high, and tumble toward you. This is an example of what we mean by "crumbled". Landslides caused by
rain and steep hillsides is not a preview of what to expect! The entire mountain may sheer off and slide into valleys,
crushing not just a village or road but all civilization for dozens of miles in either direction, buried under so much rock
that rescue is unthinkable. Valleys will simply fold, the mountain ranges coming together and squeezing all life out
between them. Guatemala, El Salvador, Nicaragua, and Honduras hardly fare better, though the hump of S America
does not grind over them. Rock strata torn apart is not local, but has a reach. They will crumple also, but to a lesser
extent during the 7 of 10.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Mexico
Written December 18, 2010
During the South America roll we know that Central America will suffer. How about Mexico, specifically
Mexico City? How about the Mexican caribbean? [and from another] Back to the begining of this year February 8- were "Halo" clouds around Mexico, and the border of Guatemala, Honduras and El
Salvador. From Zetatalk Newsletter: Issue 177 one appeared over Mexico on February 10, 2010
When the Caribbean Plate is pushed west, and pushed down, this will of course greatly affect those Central American
countries on that plate. This includes Panama, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, El Salvador, Honduras, and as the plate border
cuts through central Guatemala, it too is affected. But Mexico is unaffected by the shifting plates. Except for some
interference with tides in the Gulf of Mexico, caused by the dissipating tsunami that will course north when waters
rebound over the sinking Caribbean Plate, the N American Plate will be relatively unaffected.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Africa Roll
Written October 16, 2010
Reading Z's answers to Oct 9 chat, made me think. Quoting: The sequence of events is, thus:
1. a tipping Indo-Australia Plate with Indonesia sinking,
2. a folding Pacific allowing S America to roll,
3. a tearing of the south Atlantic Rift allowing Africa to roll and the floor of the Mediterranean to drop,
4. great quakes in Japan followed by the New Madrid adjustment,
5. which is followed almost instantly by the tearing of the north Atlantic Rift with consequent European
tsunami.
If so, the drop of Mediterranean floor (3.) will probably trigger a tsunami in Mediterranean as well. If so,
Europe will actually experience two tsunamis: first sloshing East Spain, South France and West Italy (and
Africa) and second (the one Z's probably refer to as European tsunami) sloshing West Spain and Portugal,
West France, UK, Ireland, Benelux and northern Europe states. Is that correct?
Also, European plate goes into African at Crete, so rolling of Africa will likely affect the Greek islands,
too. Can we expect major quakes there and Santorini to abruptly erupt, or is this "scheduled" for later
stages? How far can pushing of Greece go, will it also cause Balkans to slide under Italy at this stage and
Italian vulcanos to erupt?
The Z's also hinted at "Middle East inferno" a while ago. With some underground fires featured in last
week's newsletter, I guess, they are not far either. Where do that inferno fit in? I'd say it follows rolling of
Africa in step 3., which makes room for middle east adjustments? On the other hand, tipping of IndoAustralian Plate in step 1. gives some room for middle east adjustments, too?
The fact that the African Plate, during previous rolls, created mountain building can be seen on a relief map. Morocco
and Algeria have mountains due to the rolling in the past. One can see in the mountains of Spain and Italy and the
Balcans and Turkey that this was the case there, too, in the past. The Alps themselves were built during previous
African rolls. But this time the African Plate will drop away significantly, slipping to the south during the roll. This
movement is possible because as the South Atlantic Rift tears open, there is room for the tip of Africa to slid into that
void, thus dropping the entire African Plate as it rolls. The African Plate not only moves to the south during this
process, it also further to the west, although the southern portion of Africa moves more in this direction more than the
parts abutting the Mediterranean.
That said, why would the floor of the Mediterranean just above Algeria be more vulnerable than other areas during this
roll? The border of the African Plate slices across northern Algeria, and thus when the plate rolls and drops, the
Mediterranean floor there will suddenly find itself unsupported. Where the land mass housing Morocco and Algeria
will not lose elevation, in the main, retaining its floatation strength to ride on the magma beneath, the floor of the
Mediterranean is of a different composition. It will sink there, unsupported on the African side where the plates will
pull apart. The Mediterranean coastline of Algeria will then find more than tsunami worries as they will have a loss of
elevation by 12 feet or more. Their coastline is not part of the African Plate. What sinks and what continues to float on
the magma beneath is a factor of the rock density, and the floor of the Mediterranean above Algeria has only been
floating as it has due to the connection with the African Plate. Elsewhere, where the Mediterranean floor spreads
during the roll, the floor is either too deep for a change to be noticed or at a distance from the plate border.
Tsunami will not occur to any ostensible degree because there is a void being created, where the waters will rush.
However, turmoil and wave action can be anticipated. The shifting of the African Plate will also not incite any
mountain building in Italy or the Balcans or Turkey, as the northern edge of the African Plate is not the solid, jutting
line through the center of the Mediterranean that mankind assumes. The sea is deep there, to the south of Italy and the
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Balcans and Greece, and for good reason. This part of the great plates has fractured in the past, so that many fault lines
lie under the surface, unknown to man until dramatic plate movements begin. The roll of the African Plate during the 7
of 10 scenarios thus spares all but the Mediterranean floor above Algeria! The roll will incite the Arabian Plate to roll
also, to some degree, as across from Egypt there will be pressure, but further down the Red Sea there will be a tearing
apart, inviting the Arabian Plate to migrate in this direction. However, this is not the disaster we have predicted for
Iraq, not yet. Nor will the Afar Triangle, the African Rift Valley, experience changes all that dramatic during this roll.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Plate Movements
Written December 4, 2010
As you said that during 7 of 10 Mariana Trench will be compressed and Pacific will be folding it seems
the last one will narrow for several hundred meters or even several kilometers. And I can suppose SA will
move west the same distance. Then you seemed to state Southern tip of SA will not almost move but the
Northern border will do that well. So the tendency is that one part / tip of a plate moves more to this or
that direction than other parts / tips. This is true for Africa plate also. Can you say the exact distances that
different parts of SA will move west on? And what is for Africa with its movement west and south? If the
Northern border of SA moves west for several kilometers will country Panama be partially destroyed?
The roll of Africa, as we have described, will be more of a twist in place, so that the southern tip of the African Plate
shifts somewhat to the west, toward the void opened up by the spreading Atlantic Rift, while the plate overall drops
enough that having the top part shift to the east does not do damage along the plate boundaries. The Straits of Gibraltar
will open an additional 125 miles and the northern point at Morocco will move 50 miles further east. All points around
the northern border of Africa will move commensurately. S Africa will find itself similarly 125 miles further south, and
westward by about 35 miles. Indonesia, as we have described, is already buckling and sinking.
But beyond the sinking of the tip of the plate tongue holding Indonesia, the action is not in Indonesia. It is rather in the
folding plates, where the Mariana Islands on the lifting eastern edge of the Mariana Plate will tilt and move an
estimated 47 miles closer to the Philippine Islands. The Mariana Plate and the Mariana Trench to the east of this plate
will essentially disappear, having folded, with only the Mariana Islands in a tentative survival situation. This provides
an estimated 125 miles of room for S America to roll to the west, but the plate boundaries in the central Pacific have
also been steadily adjusting. Overall S America now has 250 miles to roll, dragging the Caribbean and pushing over
the Cocos and Nazca plates before it. This 250 miles is the degree of rip in the south Atlantic Rift, affording the
African Plate roll room to maneuver.
We have not detailed our expectation of the degree of tilt or sinking for each and every Caribbean island during the S
America roll, nor will we at this time. Beyond what we have stated, that no island in the Caribbean will be unaffected,
or that the islands just to the north of the plate border with S America will be the most gravely affected and likely to
sink entirely, we are not allowed to say more at this time. Since Panama and the other countries in Central America are
situated on the S American plate, they will be pushed over the Cocos Plate with great trauma to these countries. As for
S America itself, it sustains great quakes along the Andes and on the northern border which is grinding over the
Caribbean Plate. These regions will not experience the sense that they have moved 250 miles further to the west,
though this will be computed by man after the roll has been completed.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Chess Game
Written January 1, 2011
Your comment on the current '7/10 has arrived' ning: "Africa dropping 125 feet, moving 50 feet further
east" Elsewhere the Z's say: "S Africa will find itself similarly 125 miles further south, and westward by
about 35 miles." So if i may inquire re the Southern and African portion: Confirm that the Southern tip of
Africa will eventually lose about 125 feet. Is this likely sooner now with the 7/10 events - or rather slowly
and later e.g. from 8/10 until finally at the shift time? I noted Lagos (Nigeria) and other coastal already
reporting some flooding. So with the twist and push of Africa when it rolls "soon" - will the whole African
East coast also drop as significantly? (The pivot point of Africa "bending" seems then to be along and up
to the rift valley area)
As the top part of Africa tilts to the east, while it drops, S Africa will not strictly find itself 125 miles further south, but
a few miles shy of that mark. Yes, this repositioning of the African continent happens during the 7 of 10 scenarios, but
we have not yet addressed the speed with which this will unfold. Nor is the time yet at hand for such a revelation. Too
many details allow the establishment to formulate a cover-up, as is happening in Indonesia and Australia right now
where rain is being blamed for flooding when the real cause is plate adjustments. The sinking of the lower Caribbean
Plates comes first and we have not even detailed just what islands and lands will be most affected by that. You must
have patience, as revelation of information is a chess game with the cover-up, which is at present alive and well.
Africa of course will find its rift increasing, the Red Sea of course will widen at its southern edge, and other stretch
areas along its eastern coastline will expand, as would be expected. This is not expected to drop the elevation of east
Africa, however.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Italy
Written November 6, 2010
Being thankful for the many informations gived to us by the Zetas on the 7 to 10 event, I would know, if it
is possible and without breaking any rule, something about the damages that the Italian peninsula (where
I live) will face before the end of the year.
Italy is fraught with volcanoes, but despite the 7 of 10 scenarios including a roll of the African Plate this will not stress
Italy per se. This portion of the 7 of 10 scenarios is not expected to occur in 2010 in any case. The volcanoes in and
around Italy are restless due to the many fault lines in the region. They will respond when plate movements occur
elsewhere, with increased activity, due to magma sloshing about worldwide. There is more in store for Italy during the
8 of 10 scenarios, but we are not yet ready to reveal these to mankind.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: South Africa
Written November 27, 2010
The last major earthquake here, registering an estimated 6.5 on the Richter scale, occurred exactly 200
years ago on 4 December 1809. However, the rest of South Africa seems equally at risk of experiencing a
fairly big earthquake event. Experts say large areas of the African continent are in an unstable,
tectonically active state. The most immediate threat, nonetheless, seems to be centred in Cape Town.
Predictions of an imminent 'big one' became more common after a minor earthquake measuring 3.1 on the
Richter scale shook these parts in 2003. The day after the 1809 earthquake, people travelled from Cape
Town to stare in awe at geysers of muddy water spurting upwards from schisms that had appeared in the
earth.
That S Africa is a seismically inactive location can be seen from the media reaction to a mere 3.1 in 2003, and a
history of a 6.5 as being the "last big one". This is not to minimize or ridicule concerns about a nuclear power plant in
the vicinity. As we have stated, these power plants have automatic controls that shut the reactor down at the slightest
hint of earthquake. They also have redundant electrical systems, to avoid the possibility of an outage disabling the
control. Your concerns during the 7 of 10 roll, which will of course jolt Africa, are thus unwarranted.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: The Canary Islands
Written November 27, 2010
Canary Islands: Between Africa rolling and the Atlantic tsunami what will be the greatest dangers for
these islands during the 7 of 10? Is maybe an eruption of Mount Teide (third largest volcano in the world
as I read) imminent? I have relatives that live there and knowing them, I have to choose my approach
very carefully or risk alienating them.
The Canary Islands lies along the border of the African and Eurasian plates, but these giants will not collide during the
forthcoming pole shift nor in the plate movements that occur prior to the pole shift. As we have explained, Africa will
drop as it rolls during the 7 of 10 scenarios, thus relieving pressure in the region of the Canary Islands. Thus, except
for roiling water which will make the beaches unsafe during Africa's 7 of 10 roll, the Canary Islands will survive the 7
of 10 relatively unscathed. Where much has been made of a volcanic shelf from the La Palma volcano, potentially
dropping into the Atlantic and starting a huge tsunami heading toward the East Coast of N America, we have stated
otherwise. This will be at most an underwater landslide on the island, creating local tsunami only when it occurs.
However, the Canary Islands will not fare well during the forthcoming pole shift. Despite some of the islands having
an elevation in the interior over 1,000 feet above sea level, anyone on the islands during the pole shift can expect to be
washed away by the colliding and wind-whipped waves.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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Egypt

ZetaTalk: Egypt
Written January 1, 2011
Egypt building new cement towers and walls at its border with the Palestinians. Does the government
know about the pole shift and migration of people to Africa through Sinai and covering the story with the
war in Palestine? Where can the Egyptians go after the pole shift as the 80 million live in the Nile valley
which will be immersed with the Red Sea and Mediterranean sea and Nasr lake after collapse of the high
dam and the rest of Egypt is desert? That gives them one way the mountains of Red Sea am I correct?

When the Africa Plate rolls to the east and drops, during the 7 of 10 scenarios, this will of course affect Egypt and its
connection to the Sinai Peninsula. The Straits of Gibraltar will widen by 125 miles, as Africa drops, and Morocco will
move 50 miles further east. Where the Sinai Peninsula is considered part of the African Plate, the Red Sea is clearly
ripping open. Thus both the Red Sea at the Gulf of Suez and the Gulf of Aqaba tearing up into Jordan will rip open,
leaving the Sinai Peninsula positioned like an island with few direct attachments. We have stated that Egypt can find
itself in the center of a migration route, as mankind will remember that a handy route into Africa exists there, and that
Africa is a rich continent with a high elevation. Portions of Egypt may find itself under water when the sea level rises
to 675 above today's level, but most will not be under water. But the crowd of people passing through Egypt will make
survival there almost impossible. Any food grown will be taken.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Japan Quakes
Written June 19, 2010
The Zetas have stated that the New Madrid fault will adjust prior to the European tsunami and that
significant seismic adjustments in Japan will precede the New Madrid adjustment. After the New Madrid
adjusts, Mexico/Southern California will "almost simultaneously" adjust, and then corresponding
adjustments will occur in the Pacific Northwest of the US and Canada.Where will earthquake, eruption
happen prior to the Japan BIG earthquake? [and from another]
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nankai_megathrust_earthquakes The Nankai megathrust is thought to have
caused at least 12 great earthquakes in the last ca. 1300 years. Earthquakes involving the A+B segments
are generally referred to as Nankai (literally South Sea) earthquakes, C+D Tonankai (literally Southeast
Sea) earthquakes and C+D+E Tokai (literally East Sea) earthquakes. The earthquake repeat intervals are
generally in the range 90-200 years. "BIG EQ" means Bigger than Magnitude 8 EQ, a series of EQ, Tokai
EQ, Tonankai EQ, Nankai EQ that result collapse: house 600,000; Hanshin EQ 25,000 houses;
dead:30,000; Hanshin EQ dead 6432! Where will EQ and Eruption in the world prior to BIG EQ in
Japan?
Japan is rattled almost daily by earthquakes of magnitude 5 and 6. It is only when the magnitude is large enough to be
classified as a 7 that international news even pays attention. The country has learned to live with such quakes, its
infrastructure built in anticipation of earthquakes, and before the modern era, housing was built with bamboo and with
very flexible construction designs that can creak and tilt but not shatter. So what would constitute large earthquakes
sufficient to be a herald for the New Madrid adjustment? We are speaking here of quakes with a magnitude of 8 or
higher, truly in the scale of a 9 but perhaps not called that because of the USGS coverup on quake magnitude. These
quakes will rival the large quakes that Japan has historically suffered periodically, but will be characterized by
sympathetic adjustments in the Pacific Ring of Fire not normally accompanying large Japan quakes. The whole region
will be seen as under pressure from subducting Pacific plates and the reaction to this pressure.
How does this spate of large quakes fit in with the overall scheme of the plate movements that have been described for
a movement to a 7 of 10? We are not allowed to say what will come first among the scenarios described, or whether
there will be other scenarios that will occur that were not included in the holographic presentation. This presentation
described plate movement, not overall impact. It did not include sinkholes or deluge or weather extremes or exploding
volcanoes or quakes large enough to ravage cities. We are not allowed to provide the sequence of events, nor warn of
just when a particular devastation will strike.
Written August 21, 2010
Can the Zeta's respond to the degree of devastation and affect on population they expect Japan to
experience when the series of 8+ magnitude EQ's strike and what regions or cities would be most
particularly affected? [and from another] Accepted and will be included with Steve Havas Q about Japan.
Yes, this is significant! Displaying seismic activity on line until today's date August 18, there have been 26
quakes between 4.6 and 7.3 magnitude between August 13-18. I find it quite remarkable increase of
tremors and earthquakes in the Mariana Islands. Why should so much seismic activity? Is the
announcement of a major movement of plates?
Japan is at the juncture of several plate boundaries. The southern islands are situated on the great Eurasian Plate, and
fare the best because this plate is massive and stable. The northern islands are on a tongue of the great N American
Plate, but this tongue is likewise stable although it comes under extreme stress particularly at its tip, sometimes called
the Okhotsk Plate. It is the pressure from the Pacific that is the issue, as the Pacific is compressing. Likewise, the
Philippine Plate is at issue, as it loses in the compression game and in essence is pushed under and lost. The Philippine
Plate is tipping, rising at the Mariana Islands and diving under the tongue of the Eurasian Plate that holds Indonesia.
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This tongue is itself being pushed down. Imagine the domino effect of the Mariana Trench folding against the
Philippine Plate, tipping this sideways to drive the western edge under the tongue holding Indonesia, which is at the
same time breaking and bending to subduct under the curve of the Indo-Australian Plate.
This is a domino pressure, happening almost simultaneously. The scenario guarantees that the islands of southern
Japan will be doing mountain building, particularly at the point where these plates converge at Mt. Fuji. The pressure
from the compressing Pacific is applied directly on the northern islands of Japan, however, where the Pacific Plate is
pushing under these islands. Thus when plate movement begins, there will first be a tipping and pushing down and
under the south of Japan, and then as resistance here is eased, pressure on the northern part of Japan increases until an
adjustment is made there likewise. The great quakes to afflict Japan prior to the pole shift will be thus in the south
first, followed by great quakes in the northern islands of Japan with consequent tsunami heading for N America. Just
when this will hit, and how much time will pass between the quakes in the south to be followed by quakes in the north,
we cannot say.
Written December 11, 2010
I have one question. Where will the epicenter of Japan's two M9+EQ be? Mariana trench or Philippines
plate, place that Japan assume?
The folding of the Pacific (whereby the Marian Trench folds against the Mariana Plate, which folds against and under
the Philippine Plate, which folds against and under the plate tongue holding Indonesia) will of course involve Japan in
the shocks. How would this not be so? The Philippine Plate is also pushing under the south island of Japan, and the
point of juncture at Mount Fiji, a three-plate boundary where the Pacific and Philippine plates slide past each other,
will be a focus. The south island will have jolts as the Philippine Plate tilts and pushes under it, and Mount Fiji will
also receive jolts as the Pacific Plate reverberates from having the Philippine Plate scrape along its side. These quakes
we would place in the magnitude of 8, though they will be downgraded to be in the range of magnitude 7. The north
island shocks will be worse, as the Pacific Plate is not going to tilt the way the Philippine Plate did, thus it will ram its
way under the north island. Here is where the great shocks will occur, where they will unquestionably be called of a
magnitude 8 but will in truth be more akin to magnitude 9 quakes.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Japan Tsunami
Written October 2, 2010
Thanks to addressing Northern Island M9+ EQ, tsunami for USA. I would like to know tsunami (by
Southern Island EQ, by Northern Island M9+ EQ)
Will Japan itself have tsunami during its great quakes on the South Island? Where the North Island is on the great N
American Plate, and thus generates a tsunami toward N America when the Pacific Plate pushes under it, the South
Island has a complex plate joint. The Philippine Plate is pushed under the South Island but rather than have the rise of
the South Island force a tsunami toward N America, the tsunami will be forced upon the South Island. This is because
the Philippine Plate is tipping at the Marianna Islands side, rolling the water thus against the South Island. Japan is
well protected by a tsunami warning system, and these tsunami are not outside of what Japan anticipates, overall.
Written October 16, 2010
What meters will Big EQ (M9+) in southern Island occur tsunami? For Example, in Tokyo, Osaka, and
others. Do Japan new government and ISS Japanese crew know M9 EQ and Poleshift and Plane X? Where
will be the epicenter of Southern Island EQ and Northern Island EQ? [and from another]
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tsunami Tsunamis are a frequent occurrence in Japan; approximately 195
events have been recorded. The Okushiri, Hokkaido tsunami which struck Okushiri Island of Hokkaido
within two to five minutes of the earthquake on July 12, 1993 created waves as much as 30 metres (100 ft)
tall-as high as a 10-story building. [and from another] http://www.answers.com/topic/tsunami In Japan,
in 1896, a wave that reached a height of about 65 feet (20 meters) killed about 26,000 people in villages
around Sanriku.
Historically, Japan has suffered tsunami as high as 100 feet. Japan anticipates such tsunami on its South Island, as
plate movement is not new, and the direction of movement also not new. However, the tipping of the Philippine Plate
will be more extreme this time, so in an abundance of caution those concerned about tsunami should avoid the
coastlines that will be affected by quakes in the South Island and allow for a tsunami at a potential height of 100-135
feet. The Japanese government most assuredly is aware of the presence of Planet X and the tight security that the US
and major governments have imposed on this information. They have been part of the cover-up for over a decade.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: UFO Warnings
Written August 21, 2010
So last week there was big sighting in Victoria, BC - someone caught some of it on film:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VQ_pudfKDlg and apparently many others witness the event as well. I
am thinking, since the location of the Island is along a fault line - that a message was being relayed to us
Victorians regarding Earthquake activity, and perhaps moving into higher ground. Any comments from the
Z's would be appreciated, much thanks as always! [and from another] Six unidentified flying objects
moving in formation over the Ministry of Finance building in Victoria on the 8th of August 2010 at 23:38
PST. Note the two central craft moving upper right to lower left of screen at 0:21 Clear skies, no noise
other than street traffic. http://poleshift.ning.com/profiles/blogs/ufos-seen-over-victoria
Almost identical UFO displays appeared over the skies of Victoria on Vancouver Island on August 8, 2010 and over
the twin cities of Minneapolis / St. Paul the next day on August 9, 2010. Since both of these cities are on the N
American continent, is some message being delivered? Note that the sightings are almost on the same latitude, and on
the same latitude as Japan. We've made the statement that Japan will experience several 8+ magnitude quakes prior to
the New Madrid adjustment on the N American continent. These Japanese quakes will allow the northern parts of the
Pacific plates to shift, and this has repercussions on fault lines in the N American continent. Vancouver Island will
have some jolts, in sympathy, and a sloshing Pacific in the straits off Victoria can be expected. Minneapolis is famous
for the bridge snap on August 2, 2007 wherein one of the bridges crossing the Mississippi on I-35 pulled the the bridge
where it was moored on the southeast side of the bridge 50 feet to the east when it snapped. Clearly the bridge snapped
due to being in a torque twist, though this was not the official explanation. In sympathy with the large quakes in Japan,
the slowly tearing St. Lawrence Seaway will likewise snap, once again bringing Minneapolis into the news.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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N America Tsunami

ZetaTalk: N America Tsunami
Written September 25, 2010
For where does the big earthquake of two M9 + in Japan which zeta warned cause a tsunami? I am
understanding that the earthquake's tsunami on the island in the north heads for the U.S.
Any tsunami generated by the great Japan quakes we have predicted will not be outside of what the coastline of N
American has experienced in the past, within the memory of many. These are not equivalent to the tsunami to strike
Europe. We would anticipate 20 and at most 30 foot high tsunami, and due to the expansive tsunami buoy network, the
residents in the areas affected will receive ample and traditional warning. The sloshing in the straits off Victoria, as we
have stated, are not tsunami related but due to sympatheic jolts in the rock.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Vancouver
Written September 11, 2010
With regards to the "sloshing Pacific in the straits off Victoria" the Zeta's explained would follow the 8+
magnitude earthquakes in Japan, how much "sloshing" can be expected? I have a friend who lives water
front there who I warned about this and he expressed some concern about this. Would it be the likes of a
major tsunami or excessive high, rolling tides? Also would the Vancouver area be greatly affected by this
as a number of populated areas are at ocean level. The Ache tsunami was 50-100 feet in height on all
continents affected not 20-30 feet. It doesn't much matter the source of the tsunami, whether from
earthquakes in Japan or earthquakes from subducting plates off the coast, both can result in deadly
tsunami. Any tsunami affecting the strait of Juan de Fuca by default, because a tsunami rolls to all
coastlines affected equally, would affect ANY inland WA and Canadian coastline on the Juan de Fuca, and
not just Victoria. And how about the Pacific coast of WA. Won't they get hit with a tsunami first? Anyone
on the strait, anyone on the sound, anyone on the coast, would want to know, including Vancouver BC,
Seattle and the coastal communities of inland WA. Would you kindly please ask the zetas for clarification
about their warning?

Where Vancouver Island lies entirely on the Juan de Fuca Plate, but this plate is not homogeneous. It is composed of
different rock strata, and as we have noted in explaining why the Seaway rips as it does on the N American continent,
rock strata do not bond firmly to one another. The Strait of Juan de Fuca passes Vancouver Island where 3 different
such rock strata abut each other in close succession, and thus the Leech River Fault. A jolt to the Juan de Fuca Plate,
because of adjustments in the Pacific following the Japan quakes, will cause these strata to slip. Where this might
create sinkholes or other such minor changes in the ground along the Leech River Fault, it will certainly set the deep
water in the straits to sloshing. Victoria is at an extremely low sea level elevation, and Victoria West and James Bay
which are AT sea level will be swamped by this sloshing. Towns elsewhere along the straits or on neighboring islands
have more protection in elevation. Much of Victoria will find water in its streets to a depth of 20 feet, with little
warning as the reaction to the Japan quakes will come across the Pacific from plates pushing plates with lightning
speed. This is not a tsunami.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Hawaii
Written November 27, 2010
How do the Hawaiian Islands fare during the 7/10 events?
There will be tsunami generated from the great quakes on Japan's North Island during the 7 of 10 scenarios, but these
will not strike Hawaii with an immense tsunami. Given the tsunami warning system in the Pacific, this should not take
the residents by surprise nor create great devastation. As we have stated, tsunami tend to go around the Hawaii Islands,
as there is great latitude to move to the side in the great Pacific, the opposite of tidal bore where water finds itself in a
compressed situation with no escape but up. As we have stated, the tsunami generated due to the quakes on Japan's
South Island will go against Japan, not across the Pacific. Additionally, the swamping of Victoria on the island of
Vancouver is anticipated to be due to jostling water in the straits due to a domino effect from the jolts in the plates
across the Pacific, not due to a tsunami. Where the 7 of 10 is not expected to generate severe tsunami for the Pacific
Rim, the 8 of 10 has not been detailed as yet beyond the mention of continuous plate movement in some areas. Since
the Pacific will be shortening, it goes without saying that there will be tsunami included in the 8 of 10, as we detailed
for Puget Sound recently.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: New Madrid
Written June 19, 2010
In describing events that constitute 7 and 8 of 10 (Plate Movements), do words "radical reshaping [of
N.American continent]" and "significant adjustment", applied to plate adjustments, mean that these are the
result of ONE event or several, steps and stages, cummulative effect? [and from another] "But the primary
drama preceding the pole shift will be the ripping action that a plate unable to move must endure. The
notable area of catastrophe during this is the eastern half of the continental US. From Houston to
Chicago to New England, the diagonal pull will tear the underpinning of cities and create a catastrophe
for the US that will make the New Orleans disaster appear trivial." the above according to this link. When
the "pre-poleshift" portion of the rip occurs, is the bordering land of Canada held stationary, while
eastern U.S moves south west? I didnt wanna make assumptions based on the description given in the link.
We have described the plate movements to be anticipated during the hour of the pole shift as a scripted drama, and
stated that the plate movement ahead of the pole shift can be anticipated to fall along those lines. Thus, our statements
that the New Madrid zone will adjust at the hour of the pole shift was well as before that hour are consistent. The
Atlantic is tearing now, thus the Iceland volcanoes, and will tear further well before the pole shift to cause the
European tsunami, as we have described. But this in no way compares to the major tearing of the Atlantic that occurs
during the hour of the pole shift. The Seaway is pulling apart now, thus the humongous sinkhole just NE of Montreal,
but this is no way compares to the pulling apart that will occur during the hour of the pole shift. When we speak of a
New Madrid adjustment as potentially part of a 7 of 10 or an 8 of 10 stage, we are not speaking of the pole shift
adjustments. Those are regularly referred to as the hour of the pole shift, to differentiate any Earth changes that come
before. Prior to the pole shift, the New Madrid will adjust. Canada remains firmly attached at her border with the
Eurasian Plate, and thus the Seaway will participate in this pre-shift New Madrid adjustment. But the primary reaction
will be along the Mississippi, with bridges failing and land just to the west of the Mississippi dropping slightly.
Certainly this adjustment, which may be a series of large quakes, will shatter cities throughout the region and affect
cities all the way to the Great Lakes and down into Mexico.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Continue to Adjust
Written July 3, 2010
Once the New Madrid starts to adjust. Understanding that the major adjustment will happen first, then
smaller adjustments can last maybe weeks and months. My question is, "Will the New Madrid keep
adjusting up until the Pole Shift?"
What is occurring now in the New Madrid area, and the entire area affected by the bowing of the N American
continent, are extremely minor quakes, sinkholes, and buckling pavement and settlings houses. This is equivalent to
the stirring of grass as the tiger begins his prowl. Major adjustments such as we have described for the New Madrid
region, including a reach all the way to the Great Lakes and New England area and down into Mexico, is the tiger's
roar and leap for the kill. In between are times when the tiger is glimpsed moving along the underbrush or dashing
across an open field. There will be what many will consider to be the New Madrid quake awaited, but it will only be
such a glimpse of what is to come. After the tiger makes its kill, there will also be times when the tiger will roar from
the jungle, letting those who might be tempted to steal its kill know that it is still in the vicinity. Aftershocks,
equivalent to the quakes that preceded the big one, the kill, will continue certainly until the pole shift and beyond.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: One Big Jolt
Written July 10, 2010
I have a question regarding the impending New Madrid Fault adjustment. I understand that to the east of
the fault line the land will rise and that to the west it will sink. Will this happen in an instant as the initial
adustment occurs, or will it happen over the course of hours or even days. Understanding this will help in
preparations for it. The same goes for the east coast sinking . Will all this occur within minutes or will the
elevation changes take hours or even longer to occur?
Our description on the pole shift itself describes not a single jolt when the crust stops moving but a series of jolts.
Most severe earthquakes are like this, in fact, if one examines their pattern. There are small quakes ahead of time,
swarms, and jiggling that unsettles people as they sense something is pending. Then when the rock fingers that are
preventing the fault line from sliding or subducting suddenly break, a large jolt. This often, within minutes, results in
more jolts as the pressure that was at one point now moves to be pressure at the next point where rock fingers are
holding the slippage. Aftershocks result, as yet more rock fingers break, until a point arrives where there is so much
resistance to slippage that the quake and its after effects is considered complete.
For the New Madrid, which will include the European tsunami in its effects, there will be one large jolt with a
subsequent and almost immediate tearing of the Atlantic. We have stated that the European tsunami will be the largest,
but smaller ones will follow in time. Likewise for the New Madrid adjustment, which involve a tearing of the entire N
American continent from the seaway down to Mexico. This adjustment will not occur until minor rock fingers have
been steadily broken in a number of places. The areas to be affected have already been experiencing quake swarms,
buckling roadways, sinkholes, breaking dams, and unsettling jigging which is unexplained by the authorities. When the
primary blockage gives, there will be a huge jolt, with little warning. Aftershocks will continue until the time of the
pole shift itself.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: St.Lawrence Seaway
Written August 28, 2010
Based on three ZetaTalk notes: North American Rip (February 10, 2006), Water Tree (August 16, 2006)
and Minneapolis Bridge (August 2, 2007) it seems that The North American continent will be ripped along
two major lines: An east-west rip from St. Lawrence Seaway and Montreal (in Quebec, Canada) to
Minneapolis and/or Duluth (in Minnesota, USA), to Rapid City (South Dakota) and the Black Hills
(Wyoming). A north-south rip along the Mississippi River, from Minnesota and Minneapolis in the north,
via New Madrid Seismic Zone, to New Orleans in the south. Or eventually: From New England to
Chicago, via New Madrid Seismic Zone, to Houston. The part east of the Mississippi will move toward the
NE, while the part west of the Mississippi will move toward the SW. Will these two rips, meeting in
Minneapolis as a "corner", manifest more or less simultaneously? Will the north-south rip end in New
Orleans or Houston?
Indeed, tearing of the St. Lawrence Seaway will occur during the New Madrid adjustment. We have warned that
quakes on the West Coast, or the Seaway, or in the New Madrid region will occur before the major quake in the New
Madrid region we have referred to as the adjustment on a 7 of 10 level. There will be quakes in these areas, magnitude
4-7, which should not be considered the New Madrid adjustment of which we speak. Please do not ask, at every
quake, what this "means". It means the New Madrid adjustment is still pending. When the tension in the N American
continent starts to force major tearing of rock strata, so that the changes we have described can take place, this will not
be all at once, simultaneously. We have described a series of large quakes, with one major one stemming from the
New Madrid area that will be called a magnitude 9 but in truth will be larger. It is this quake that will set in motion
adjustments elsewhere.
Mexico will lurch to the west as this major quake occurs, with a settling of land to the west of the Mississippi almost
instantly afterwards. The Mississippi will seem to have widened, and those to the west will see a new view as they
look east, as their land will have shifted to the southwest as well as dropped. Because the lurch of Mexico to the west
actually intensifies the bowing of the N American continent, the Seaway tears open. This is actually various
adjustments at weak points along the Seaway rather than the tearing apart into a larger inland bay that occurs during
the pole shift itself. Niagara Falls will remain, but some of the inland locks will break. When the upper Mississippi
region finds the land to its west slipping down and to the southwest, those parts north which were formerly firmly
attached find they can spring northward, as the pressure from the bow had been inclining them to do. This allows the
edge of the rip, at Duluth, MN, to tear further inland, with consequent rumpling in S Dakota and minor shifting of
ground in all parts in between.
Written December 11, 2010
What will be the consequences on the cities of Detroit, Buffalo, and Toronto during the 7/10 New Madrid
adjustment?
During the 7 of 10 New Madrid adjustment the Seaway will be affected, as we mentioned earlier. It will not tear open
to the degree we predicted for the pole shift itself, but weak points along the Seaway will adjust. During the 7 of 10
Duluth will find crevasses nearby, similar to the crevasse that has occurred recently in the Michigan Penninsula, but
with greater depth and scope. Inland locks along the Seaway will break. Detroit and Toronto will be unaffected during
the 7 of 10 except of course for earthquake damage. As the New Madrid fault line runs up along the Seaway just under
the Great lakes in Ohio, cities such as Cleveland and Toledo will find their infrastructure greatly shattered in places as
the rock beneath them will jut or drop, vertical adjustments. Buffalo, being virtually on the fault line, will likewise be
shattered in this way, such that freeways become useless, but the seaway at Niagara Falls will remain.
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No Doubt

ZetaTalk: NoDoubt
Written September 11, 2010
In the Aug 4th ning chat, the Zetas stated that the New Madrid 'adjustment' is the "7 out of 10" event
[their exact quote: "We have warned that quakes on the West Coast, or the Seaway, or in the New Madrid
region will occur before the major quake in the New Madrid region we have referred to as the adjustment
on a 7 of 10 level."] Yet the poleshift itself may occur many months later, even more than a year later;
conversely, it could also occur in this same year (as the New Madrid 'adjustment'). Because the New
Madrid 'adjustment' will probably result in numerous bridges being shattered or at least made impassable,
it appears that many of us living in cities (where there are at least some jobs) may end up being trapped in
them many months prior to the shift, and unable to get to our 'safe spots'. Obviously the Zetas have
counseled us ad nauseum to move ASAP, as in yesterday, but they also recognize that for many people
that's simply impossible, because most people can't afford to leave their jobs or to purchase land in the
rural areas. My QFZT thus is; Can we expect the New Madrid 'adjustment' to destroy more bridges than
just those over the Mississippi, the St. Lawrence Seaway, and those that connect the land masses around
the Great Lakes? If so, do the Zetas foresee the authorities being able to rebuild them in the intervening
time before successive cataclysms and 'adjustments' occur? Altogether, is it theoretically plausible that if
we are not in our 'safe spot' (speaking of those living in the cities in the eastern half of the US and on the
coasts and banks of the major rivers and lakes) ASAP after the Japanese quakes? It might be almost
impossible to think of getting there with our 'bug-out bags' and even meager preparations? It has me
thinking that for many of us, we need to be out of the cities way before the last weeks provide naked-eye
viewing of PX.
You misunderstood our statement on the New Madrid quake. We did not say the New Madrid would be the 7 of 10
incident. We stated that this quake would be of a magnitude to be considered at the 7 of 10 level. This, to differentiate
between the 5, 6, and 7 magnitude quakes that will afflict the new Madrid and West Coast areas prior to the major
quake in the New Madrid area that we state will be the one presented to Nancy in the holographic presentation. In
other words, please do not ask us, whenever a 5, 6, or 7 magnitude quake hits, if this is "the one". You will know when
the quake of which we speaks hits. There will be no doubt. We likewise, as we have so often stated, cannot give you
specifics on date/time/location, so asking how long you will have between the big New Madrid quake and the last
weeks is forbidden. We cannot answer, as you know.
Your astonishment that bridges will go down, and not just bridges across the Mississippi, or that people in cities will
be at risk is also something we have repeatedly stated. As the Earth changes begin to ramp up, and people do more
than intellectually process our predictions, the reaction is to exclaim "tell me it isn't so!" It means what we have stated
it means, way back when at the start of ZetaTalk. You are an intelligent man! What do you think will happen to the
rest of the N American continent when the New Madrid rip occurs, accompanied by adjustments all along the Seaway?
Every city from the Midwest to the East Coast will be affected to some degree. Just when travel restrictions will be
applied is in the hands of man, so we cannot predict. But we have always stated that the sooner you are in your safe
locations, the better. The choice is up to you.
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ZetaTalk: West Coast Quakes
Written December 11, 2010
Ever since the 7 of 10 scenario and before was disclosed, the last part of the plate movement and after the
New Madrid Fault adjusts, it was said that it would unlock the San Andreas Fault which would adjust.
Well, before when the Zetas spoke about the pressure the West coast was under with a bow from the
Aleutian Islands down to Baja with San Diego at its center, and that this pressure would only be released
when the New Madrid Adjusted they said that people in San Diego should be aware and take
precautionary measures. I think that there was a sighting of several UFO's as a warning for them. Now
that the 7 of 10 schedule has been detailed by the Zetas, The San Andreas Adjustment has virtually
disappeared from the conversation and replaced by the North Atlantic tear and the resulting tsunami. It
seems to me that it is one of two or more things. Either the San Andreas adjustment pales to the other
catastrophic events in the world or that the adjustment is slight even though the fault line runs from Baja
to the Puget Sound or it might be that this adjustment takes longer for the plate to move and will happen
later in 2011. Could the Zetas comment?
We have been allowed to state that the European tsunami will happen almost instantly after the New Madrid adjusts.
Other than indicate that a slip-side adjustment along the San Andreas will occur after this New Madrid, and occur after
the Hoover Dam breaks we have not given any timing clues. Great quakes, such as magnitude 9, should not be
expected, but eruptions in the West Coast volcanoes should be anticipated. A slip-slide fault line usually does not
move all at once, but in a domino fashion, a bit here, a bit there.
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ZetaTalk: Comms Cables
Written September 4, 2010
Most businesses today are highly dependant on having constant network connectivity for real-time
transactions and data transfer. Phone lines and fiber optic cables often use bridges to cross the
Mississippi river and therefore are part of the network infrastructure. Will the N American Rip essentially
divide America in two, transportation and e-commerce wise?
When our predicted New Madrid adjustment happens, tearing the N American continent at a diagonal from the Great
Lakes down to Mexico, more than bridges over the Mississippi will be torn. However, land lines can be quickly reestablished when the matter only requires that cable be laid from one side to the other, even with a Mississippi that has
been widened by 50 miles below the Illinois border. Those reliant on land lines carried across the Mississippi via
bridges will quickly find someone with a cell phone utilizing satellite link, to suffice in the meantime. For those who
wish to deny what is coming, any temporary inconvenience will be dismissed. For those taking the Earth changes
seriously, this will be considered a walk-up call for those in the area, an example of how quickly their life can be
disrupted with delivery of food and supplies suddenly halted and some communication links non-responsive.
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ZetaTalk: East US Volcanoes
Written January 15, 2011
I spent some time researching volcanoes that have been active in the last 10,000 years and marling them
on a globe. I noticed that there were none in the Eastern United States but there are some in the African
Riff Valley. Can those of us in the Eastern United States expect new volcanoes to erupt when the New
Madrid Rips? Implications are obvious since one or more volcanoes in what is now the northern part of
the rip will send ash in the westerlies down the entire Appalachian chain.
No volcanoes will emerge or erupt in the Appalachian chain, either during the pole shift or in the events leading up to
the pole shift. Why would the African Rift Valley have volcanoes, when it pulls apart, but not the southeast US? It is
both the degree of rip and proximity to the plate border that determine this. In Africa, the plate is hung up at the Read
Sea, snagged there such that the parts of the plate that fall below this point must tear away. This causes a greater
thinning of the plate along the long rift, which starts at that point. The Appalachian chain is centered in the plate, so
that as the stretch pulls down the plate as a whole along its eastern side, there is not a tear but a lowering action. Thus,
no volcanoes.
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ZetaTalk: Florida
Written July 17, 2010
I had a question about the New Madrid adjustment .I know it said Florida would be pulled down slightly
in the video and was wondering what kind of damage can be expected in it from the adjustment. Will it be
devastating?
Florida will lose 150 feet in elevation overall due to the pole shift, but not more than a couple feet prior to the pole
shift itself and only inches prior to the week of stopped rotation. The void in the Atlantic that will cause the European
tsunami is not enough to release the grip at the Atlantic Rift that maintains stable support for the plates on either side
of the rift. Where the Atlantic Rift will rip to a degree sufficient to create a voide and thus a tsunami headed for
Europe, plate support remains, in the main, due to deeper gripping action along the Rift. The void causing the tsunami
is a surface crevasse, in essence. The largest impact on Florida will be due to its connections with the Caribbean Plate.
When the S American Plate rolls, the Caribbean Plate will be pushed down, primarily where it abuts the S American
Plate. But all land that borders the Caribbean Plate will experience at least some loss of sea level as well.
Surprisingly, Florida escapes the devastation of the New Madrid fault line adjustment. As fault line maps show, the
New Madrid will rip from Mexico to the Great Lakes, on the west side of the Appalachian Mountains. The New
Madrid adjustment is most devastating to land to the west of the Mississippi, which will drop slightly in elevation
along the river and slide to the SW. There is a sister fault line that connects with the New Madrid cluster of fault lines
in the Gulf, and then runs up along the eastern side of the Appalachian Mountains. This reaches all the way to Boston,
the reason for church bells ringing in 1811. Florida sits in the center of this fault line complex, relatively untouched.
There is a reason that Florida is land, where all about her is water. She sits on a finger of rock that is attached to the
Appalachian Mountains, and thus this stability during the New Madrid adjustments.
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ZetaTalk: Chicago
Written September 25, 2010
I see on the seismic maps that the New Madrid event severe area would be around Memphis or so. How
will north from there be affected? Obviously St Louis would probably be affected, but what about further
up to Chicago, home to 5 million or so, and the hub of major travel in the U.S.?
It is known by man that the New Madrid Fault line runs beyond the immediate area of New Madrid. When we stated
that "Chicago will rupture and adjust" and "Ohio will be pulled in places" this should not be news to man. The New
Madrid runs up along the Seaway, to the mouth of the Seaway, and thus will rupture any land it passes through. Plot its
course and consider that more than the fault line itself will be disrupted. Rock detached from its former connections is
free to react to the dominant theme in the area. If rock was held down, formerly, it can bounce up. If rock was held
back, it is free to spring forward. And adjustment in rock strata means that loose soil will sink or heave. This most
certainly can affect a broader area than just the fault line. We have stated that Ohio will be affected most in this regard.
These matters are related to the rock strata, which bonds or breaks, as we have stated. There is a natural break in the
rock strata holding Ohio, along the Ohio River and into its headwaters, as can be seen.
Why should Chicago be affected. There is a natural break in the rock strata between the New Madrid and Chicago
also, a weakness, which will rupture with the New Madrid. When the Seaway pulls apart there will be a drop in
support formerly present during rock attachments. Chicago has long been predicted, by ourselves and others, to be
devastated. Much of the infrastructure will rupture, causing buildings to crumble and freeways to be worthless and
irreparable. One need only follow the geology of the region, to predict what will happen. Do that!
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Compared to the Pole Shift

ZetaTalk: Compared to the PoleShift
Written October 23, 2010
Will the 7 of 10 separate the east and west parts of the US completely, from the Gulf of Mexico to the
Canadian border? If yes, will the divide within the US be impassable other than via aircraft, at least in
the short run? Will Portland OR and Seattle WA be affected greatly during the 7 of 10? ex: sloshing from
the Pacific, as in Vancouver? I have read alot of information and it is not clear to me yet.
Due to the rise in sea level to 675 feet within two years after the pole shift, the N American continent will appear to be
two separate land masses in the future. The 7 of 10 will not effect this change, but will tear most bridges on the
Mississippi River when the New Madrid adjusts. This will of course affect travel and distribution of goods, but in that
the Mississippi employs barges, a workaround will be arranged quickly enough. But after the pole shift the eastern half
of the continent will certainly be more isolated. Travel across the widened seaway by boat, across the flooded
Mississippi Valley by barge, and by foot through the swampy land of what is now northern Illinois will certainly be
possible. After the New Madrid adjusts, those living in the US should be considering their proximity to loved ones, in
this light, the travel restrictions being considered a wake-up call re what is coming if nothing else.
In describing the 7 of 10 scenarios, we do not detail every minor quake or every point where a minor tsunami might be
generated. The 7 of 10 scenarios did not even include the major quakes in Japan, which are predicted to be in the
range of magnitude 9's. Nor did they include the tsunami that large quakes in Japan always involve, which we have
recently stated could be considered to be as high as 150 feet for the South Island quakes. After the New Madrid
adjusts the West Coast adjusts, as we have stated. We have not detailed this, as compared to the New Madrid this is
minor. All the fault lines closely watched on the West Coast will adjust, the volcanoes nervously watched will erupt,
and certainly the waters off the coast will be choppy if not generating some minor tsunami during the plate
adjustments. The West Coast of the US is alert and guarded in this regard, as is Japan. They anticipate this type of
activity, and will be alert to signs that a quake or eruption or tsunami is pending. Thus, we focus on the larger changes,
and in warning those areas that will not receive such services from their governments.
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North Atlantic Rips

ZetaTalk: North Atlantic Rips
Written December 18, 2010
A question about the Atlantic rift (European tsunami): I found that it might be crucial to know how far up
the North Atlantic the rift will go. If, for instance, it will tear up to the longitude of, say, Portugal, it will
take so and so many hours for it (tsunami travels about 720 km/h) to reach England and later Norway. If it
tears up to Iceland (pity them) it will only be a few hours to reach t. ex. Norway. If it tears all the way up
to as far as the rift goes, it will be a matter of an hour or so, before it reaches the northern coastal line of
Norway. Norway has a long coastal line, and large cities with many people, will be heavily affected by
this, as goes for the other countries in Europe. Have I missed something, because I cannot find the specific
details regarding this. Question is, how far up (and maybe "down") will the Atlantic rift (after the New
Madrid adjustment) reach?
Of course the northern Atlantic Rift is most vulnerable at the Azores, where three plates touch and movement in any
one of them destabilizes the rift. Africa is tugging to roll to the East, and drop, and will do so before the European
tsunami occurs. This makes the separation of the N American Plate from the Eurasian Plate at the Azores and upward
quite vulnerable. We have stated that the Atlantic Gulf Stream will carry the tsunami primarily against the coast of the
UK, so the major rip point would occur slightly south of the UK in the center of the Atlantic. The top of the rip will be
west of Paris. The rip will primarily occur where the hot spots along the Atlantic Rift indicate weakness in the crust,
and down to where the African Plate has already pulled away from an attachment to the American plates. Iceland will
be spared during the 7 of 10 scenarios.
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Tsunami

ZetaTalk: Tsunami
Written May 1, 2010
If I haven’t gotten my info mixed up there is prior to the shift going to be a tsunami affecting western
Europe caused by the separation of the Atlantic plates. How will it affect Norway, in particular Bodø,
where I live? How much warning would I get if this would affect Bodø severely enough to make it
necessary to evacuate those I care about earlier than my planned shift bug-out?
Nancy received a holographic presentation last November, 2009 during which various parts of the globe that will be
affected by plate movement were detailed. We have ascribed this set of changes to the approximate timeframe of a
movement to a 7 of 10 on a scale of disasters, where 10 is the pole shift itself. Among the disasters was a widening of
the Atlantic to the extent that water would rush into the void, and then rebound in the direction the Gulf Stream flows
today, from the center of the Atlantic toward Europe. We have estimated this tsunami to be 200-300 feet in height, in
wave form rather than a tidal wave, and moving at the typical speed that tsunamis move. Unless there is warning from
ships at sea, this would be a surprise to Europe. Obviously, the Netherlands would be in serious trouble.
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Gulf Stream

ZetaTalk: Gulf Stream
Written June 22, 2010
Regarding the Tsunami in Europe coming from Atlantic. Other than Portugal, France, Ireland, and
Netherlands, facing the ocean, will it affect other countries? What consequences for the Mediterranenan
Sea?

After the New Madrid adjusts, the Atlantic will adjust at the same latitude, across from the continental US and from
Mexico, which will surge to the west. This would seem to place the tsunami directly across from the mouth of the
Mediterranean and Spain and the coast of Africa. But this is not a typical tsunami that like most has a push in a
particular direction. Most tsunami results from a plate dropping or rising, and thus there is a bulk of water with more
pressure than the surrounding ocean. Thense the rapid movement away from that point of pressure. If land rises the
tsunami is moving away from the back of the rise. If land drops, it is moving from where water has rushed into the
void, away from the lip of land that rose above the dropping plate.
For the European tsunami, there will be a large void, a spreading apart, not rising or falling land on either side of the
fault line. When water rushes in, it will clash in the center of the rift, and rise up. Thus, undecided in what direction it
wishes to go, it will be very subject to the existing Gulf Stream, which will propel the excess water pressure in that
direction. The Gulf Stream does not go directly into the mouth of the Mediterranean, which in any case could absorb a
tsunami impact and dispel it quickly. The Gulf Stream tends to curl in two directions: curling round in a circular
motion back upon itself and heading north toward Britain. Where it curls upon itself, the bulk of the tsunami there will
return to the rift again, and settle, not causing any perceptible high tides along the African coast or in the Caribbean.
But the thrust northward will continue and will assault the coastline of the UK directly, and secondarily the coastline
of France and Norway. France can anticipate a tsunami of 100 feet, Spain perhaps 30-40 feet, the UK 200-300 feet,
and Norway 50-75 feet. The full brunt of the tsunami that strikes the UK will also wash through the English Channel,
entering the North Sea, and clashing with the any flow coming down from the Norwegian Sea. The lowlands in the
North Sea can expect a tsunami an estimated 100 foot high. The speed and force of the tsunmai as it reaches these
lowlands will be lessened, however, so blockades such as storm doors may be somewhat useful in countries such as
the Netherlands. Nevertheless, much flooding will occur, forcing the residents in these countries to face what is coming
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for them during the pole shift.
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Bristol Channel

ZetaTalk: Bristol Channel
Written October 2, 2010
I am in Wales. The UK's largest historical tsunami affected the Bristol Channel (the bit that the Severn
Estuary flows into), between South Wales and Devon and Cornwall - it also has the second highest tidal
range in the world. I wonder how you see the pole shift affecting this particular coastline, will it be
affected in much the same way as everywhere else in the UK, or is there a particular danger along this
coast? I'd like to know because I live about a mile from the coast in the Vale of Glamorgan!

The Bristol Channel will experience tidal bore during the European tsunami. This fact is the reason our estimate for the
water height to strike the UK coast was from 200-300 feet. Why this variance, unless there were factors that would
affect the water height. Tidal bore occurs when the water has an increasingly more narrow path before it, and thus
must rise to accommodate the press of water coming behind it. A bore does not stop until the height of the water
pushes back onto the oncoming water with an equal force. Momentum of the oncoming water also is a factor. The
European tsunami will be a lot of water, coming at great force and speed. For those who want specifics on just which
river bottom or ravine will experience a bore, we suggest seeking the advice of a hydrologist. Models of the terrain can
be built, and subjected to water force in a lab pool, for instance. Nancy and ourselves will not have time to address
every nitch in the UK. For those who cannot arrange for this analysis, assume the worst case situation, 300 feet in
height, and utilize the free Google Maps facility to determine if you are in the red or in the clear.
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ZetaTalk: Irish Sea
Written September 4, 2010
Could you please comment on the relative safety of the villages of Wanlockhead and Leadhills in the south
of Scotland, both of which are at about 1400ft and are indeed the highest villages in Scotland. We
understand that our homes on the Isle of Islay and Glasgow are going to be severely subjected to any
European Tsunami, and are urging others to seek high ground. But will the high hills still be subject to
tidal bore?
Since the brunt of the 200-300 foot high European tsunami will hit western England, with only about 100 feet roaring
through the English Channel, what will the effect be on Ireland, Scotland, and Wales? The Irish Sea can expect a
strong tsunami also, an estimated 150 feet high and pushing strong. All land directly on the coastline and all land that
can be inundated up river or into lowlands will be affected. We have suggested that those who anticipate being
affected by the tsunami prorate our guidelines for the pole shift sloshing as a guide to where the tsunami might reach.
If one must be 100 miles inland and 200 feet up for a 500-600 foot high tide, then for a 150 foot tsunami, assume onethird of this. Given the narrow islands, being 100 miles from shore is hardly possible, so one must assume being 150
feet high at a minimum, and taking into consideration tidal bore up ravines or rivers, 250 feet would be advised. Such
elevation exists in Ireland, Scotland, and Wales but the major cities are in lowlands and will have scant warning before
the tsunami hits. Ships at sea, giving warning of the approach, are the best bet for an early warning, and such alert ship
captains should be on the lookout from the time of the great New Madrid quake, as this will occur within hours of that
quake.
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ZetaTalk: Eastern UK
Written August 28, 2010
Just a question regarding the European Tsunami that hasn't been addressed yet. I was wondering if the
Zetas could give any information about how they expect the tsunami to affect the east coast of the UK
given that it is not in the direct path of the wave. They said last week that the tsunami will still have
enough power at 100ft high to wash over the whole of Denmark and the lowlands of Germany so the UK
east coast must be affected somehow but I hope not as badly. The UK's west coast has high ground to help
people to avoid the 200-300ft wave but I reckon a 100ft wave on the other coast would be much more
devastating as (even more so that Denmark I believe) it's mostly flat, low ground. In fact Norfolk contains
the lowest point in the UK which is a few metres below sea level.
On July 25, 2007 the people at Stratford on Avon were given a warning via UFO that their region would be subject to
tidal bore up the Severn and Avon rivers during the pole shift. Our statement at the time was that the pole shift tide
will bore up and into central England, washing over this portion of the island. In that the European tsunami is
anticipated to be half the height of the pole shift tides, and washing through the English Channel at a height of 100 feet
or more, what can be anticipated at this time for the lowlands of England and the eastern coastline along the channel.
Rushing water, under force and moving rapidly, not only floods, it bites. Where the European tsunami might not rush
all the way into the lowlands in England's interior it will certainly rush into any lowlands along the eastern seaboard
and force up the Thames River to roil London's docks. This will not be a flood, but a scourge, tearing away buildings
and docks and all unfortunate to be in its way at the time.
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ZetaTalk: Denmark
Written August 14, 2010
In previous chats, the effects of the tsunami on UK and the western parts of Denmark and Norway have
been addressed. What about the eastern part of Denmark, i.e. Zealand and Copenhagen, and parts of
Sweden and Norway hidden behind Denmark and/or the southern tip of Norway? What will be the tsunami
effects, if any, here? With the bridge between Denmark and Sweden, escape from pancake flat Denmark
should be easy. How far and high will they need to go to be protected against the tsunami? Should they
expect to be able to return to Copenhagen?
Clearly if the 200-300 foot high tsunami striking the west coast of the UK washes through the English Channel thence
into the North Sea at a height of 100 feet, Denmark is in trouble. The tsunami will wash over, around, and through
almost everything in Denmark as well as the lowlands of Germany which jut out to form a barrier for this tsunami.
Rebuilding is unlikely to take place at all.
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ZetaTalk: Outcome for Denmark
Written September 18, 2010
Can you say if it´ll be possible for us in Denmark to leave what´s left of the country, once the Tsunami
has hit Europe? I plan to head to Norway, and have found a small place between Elverum and Trysil, and
it seems that inundation post-shift will reach as far as Elverum. I plan to avoid Oslo, knowing that there
are pipes with natural oil and gas in the streets, un-insulaated, as they´ve been made in order to keep
sidewalks frost-free. I have some concern that they may blow up and cause Oslo to stop being Oslo. Our
"normal escape-routes", thus are ferries from the north of the peninsula of Jylland in Hirtshals for Larvik
on Norway´s south coast. From Grenå, also on the peninsula to Varberg in Sweden. Varberg seems to be
just south of the safe zone in Sweden. Then we have a sail-route from Rødby, Denmark to northern
Germany. (Of course, sofar, we can also sail to England and Scotland, but that doesn´t seem so safe!). The
tunnels between Sweden-Denmark and England and France, I don´t even dare think of, though I do. Will
we possibly be able to fly out? If you care to expand on this, I´ll be much obliged!
As we have stated, Denmark will be devastated by a 100 foot tall tsunami that will roll over this flat country. Whatever
was the case prior to this point in time, escape to other countries has now changed. After the tsunami, escape will be
either as someone with assets in another country, perhaps an existing Visa or a second home there, or as a drowning
rat hoping for refuge. We have often warned that as the Earth changes increase, travel restrictions may be put into
place. One should not assume the freedom to move during the last weeks, and in many parts of the world, one should
not assume the freedom to move after major catastrophes have occurred. Emergency teams will respond by putting
refugees into tents and treating injuries, but they will not allow the refugees to roam about at will, nor travel without
the proper paperwork, and this paperwork includes a welcome from the destination.
A characteristic of humans trying to envision a great catastrophe is that they cannot envision the totality. If we have
stated that a 100 foot tall tsunami will "wash over, around, and through almost everything in Denmark" then the
likelihood of infrastructure surviving is nill. Bridges require firm footings which can be undercut by the force of
immense tides, and sections of these bridges will be simply washed away. Have they been built with 100 foot tall
tsunami in mind? To even ponder tunnels from Denmark being functional is fantasy. Ferries require a dock to be in
place, and ships will hesitate approaching the remains of Denmark because of underwater dangers that could tear their
bottoms out. Where helicopters might land to pluck those not drown from rooftops, normal air traffic is a fantasy. The
runways will have trenches where soft soil has washed away and be littered, and the fuel deposits polluted with sea
water. Consider the totality of the disaster.
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ZetaTalk: Sweden
Written November 6, 2010
In view of the forthcoming European tsunami, I have attempted to estimate the tsunami's impact on the
southern part of Sweden to the east of Copenhagen in Denmark whose area is about 10000 km2 and is
surrounded by water on three sides. Do not believe that this whole area, which is home to approximately 1
million people, will be directly affected, but certainly more than the western part. Is it reasonable to
assume that the wave when it reaches the country is 10-15 meters high? How far inland will the wave
reach? Will the wave welling up across the board or only in the ravines and the like?
The approximate 100 foot high tsunami wave that will rush against and over and around Denmark will find little to
stop it in Denmark. What will stop this wave as it rushes against Sweden will be the coastline of western Sweden. That
portion of the tsunami that finds its way into the Baltic Sea will dissipate. Sweden's lowlands rapidly climb into
highlands, so the tsunami will funnel up ravines, reaching as high and as far inland as Lake Vanern.
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France

ZetaTalk: France
Written October 30, 2010
One thing that I noticed is that no one has asked about the effects of the tsunami on France. If the
poleshift wave will race across France to the base of the Alps and given that the tsunami is supposed to
half of that, does that mean that the tsunami will reach halfway across France? Anyway, that's my
question for the Zetas - exactly how will the tsunami affect France?
The 100 foot tsunami that is anticipated to strike the coast of France will quickly dissipate over the lowlands abutting
the Atlantic in France and even those parts of France abutting the English Channel, which likewise will experience a
100 foot tsunami. Where France deals with sloshing from both the Atlantic and Mediterranean during the pole shift,
during the European tsunami there is only a flow from one direction to deal with, not a clash of waters. Baring the
factor of tidal bore, which for the coastline of France is not a consideration, tsunami reach should be prorated from the
pole shift slosh guidelines. If a 500-600 foot pole shift slosh requires one to be 100 miles inland and 200 feet up, then a
tsunami of 100 feet would be a quarter of this. Those who are 25 miles inland and 50 feet above sea level should find
they have avoided the tsunami.
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Iceland

ZetaTalk: Iceland
Written November 6, 2010
I looked through all discussions here at Ning chat and at Zetatalk but can't find some information about
Iceland. I know that during the last event of the 7 of 10 scenarios, the Atlantic rift will be teared and that
causes the EU Tsunami. So what will happen to island during that time? Iceland is located directly on the
North Atlantic fault line, so is the whole country going to be split in pieces?
Iceland has been formed from volcanic rock, over the eons. This is not a violent birth, as the stretch zone just opens
up, creating a crevasse. In the case of Iceland, which straddles the border of two large plates, the crevasse fills
promptly with magma, which hardens. It does not split into pieces, it grows larger, thus. One can see this in the nature
of the rock. Those nervous about this chasm should move away from the plate borders for the duration of the pole
shift, moving back only after the magma has cooled.
Written May 1, 2010
How will the area around the arctic circle in Norway be affected by the Atlantic stretch tsunami?
Surprisingly, hardly at all. A tsunami, by definition, is a large amount of water pushed in one direction. We have
explained that the collapse of the Canary Islands will not result in a wave traveling across the Atlantic, unlike the
current expectation, because when water can dissipate in all directions such a wave does not develop. The adjustment
in the center of the Atlantic will be a domino effect of an adjustment in the N American continent, the New Madrid
adjustment, thus affecting water at that latitude. The Gulf Stream is pushing water at this point toward Europe, and
thus the tsunami wave will be directed. Water disbursing to the north will dissipate.
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How to Warn

ZetaTalk: How to Warn
Written August 14, 2010
My question is in relation to the European Tsunami. I would to be able to warn many people about this
but know this is not possible but I would like to try and save some people I know. There is no point in
warning them now as they will think I'm crazy, but at least when the New Madrid snaps I can make
something up, for e.g. tell them that my Geogolgist friend has phoned me and warned me about this
earthquake and the effect it will have causing a tsunami and the government are not planning to inform
people or make up some bullshit story to get them away from the coast, I'd come up with something. When
the New Madrid fault lines snaps and widens the Atlantic, how many hours later with the tsunami hit
Ireland, the UK and Europe? It will be impossible to warn everyone but at least if I can get the people I
know 50 miles inland before it hits then this may save them as it would only take about an hours drive to
get this far inland?
We have stated that the Atlantic Rift will react to a the major adjustment in the New Madrid Fault promptly, within
hours, and a tsunami travels within hours to its destination. To gain time, you could effect a white lie, calling them to
explain that you heard there is a tsunami warning for the European coastline, but the alert is being delayed for
verification or some such. Take care to do this only after the big New Madrid adjustment, following major 8+ quakes
in Japan, or you will be accused of crying wolf too often.
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How Far Inland

ZetaTalk: How Far Inland
Written April 4, 2010
When the tsunami hits Ireland and the UK, approx what speed will it hit the coast line at, and approx how
far in land will the tsunami go as Ireland and the UK will be the first and I am assuming worst hit?
We have stated that the tsunami that will hit Europe will be from 200-300 feet high at its worst. If the pole shift tidal
waves are estimated to strike the coastlines 500-600 feet high, but diminish to 200 feet inland by 100 miles, then
assume approximately half this distance and height for the tsunami. Where the tidal waves during the pole shift are
essentially the ocean on the move, like a normal tide but with more of a volume of water, a tsunami moves differently
as it is a wave in an otherwise quiescent ocean. Thus, tsunami build suddenly at the coastline, and rush inland at wave
speed. Assume the same for this tsunami as for all others of record, which man has in its historical records.
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Wash Inland

ZetaTalk: Wash Inland
Written August 21, 2010
Guadalajara Mexico, and Brandenburgo Germany. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NzjVhuf6Fks Is this
a light show or a battle or teleporting in progress in the UFOS Emitting ray lights video in Mexico?
As man is well aware, a blinking or pulsing light gets more attention. The times are coming closer when major Earth
changes, such as the European tsunami, will be upon mankind, and those making UFO displays are trying to get more
pointed, so to speak, in their warnings. This is what these two UFO displays, a world apart, have in common. So do
they have a common message? The YouTube on Guadalajara's display mentioned that at one point the light pointed to
a ravine. Guadalajara is positioned such that tidal bore from the Pacific would reach this mountain city, despite its
elevation. Water will reach the streets of Guadalajara, to the astonishment of its citizens. Likewise for the
Brandenburg, Germany display. This city, east of Hanover on the juncture of the Midland Canal and the Elbe River,
will find itself awash during the European tsunami despite being 100 miles from the Baltic Sea and twice as far from
the North Sea. Both the Elbe River and the cannal will deliver the force of water to Brandenburg, where they will
clash and roil. This part of Germany should not be complacent!
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Repeat Tsunami

ZetaTalk: Repeat Tsunami
Written July 3, 2010
I would say that the coastlines would be pulled down slightly during the adjustment (meaning all the
Atlantic coastlines) but of course the effects of the tsunami will make this adjustment meaningless as who
cares if the land has dropped by a couple of feet when there's a 200-300ft tsunami heading your way! Also
surmising - the Zetas say that when we are at an 8 out of 10, the adjustments described for the 7/10 events
will be happening more continuously one after the other (as per the Iraq prediction) so it is also logical to
say that the Atlantic will adjust more than once before the end weeks, meaning more tsunamis, but that the
first adjustment/tsunami will be the worst, due to the effect of rock fingers breaking off so after the first
adjustment, later adjustments will occur without as much pressure having to build up beforehand. Also
that these 7/10 events signal the start of the Zetas prediction that coastlines will become uninhabitable as
all the 7/10 adjustments will probably affect the coastlines/oceans to some degree. (beforehand the
prediction of the coastlines becoming uninhabitable seemed to be linked more to higher tides and
increased storms but, as always stated, they were holding much information in abeyance to stop it being
used against the populace.) Would you agree?
Was our statement that the coastlines of some areas would become uninhabitable prior to the pole shift in regards to
the European tsunami and potential repeated hits? This and other coastlines will become uninhabitable because of
storms from the sea. The coastlines that have been scoured clean of buildings because of the European tsunami will not
be resettled, and not just because of insurance issues. There will be repeated tsunamis, though not as large as the initial
one we have described, but enough to keep the populace fearful of a repeat. The severe wobble will also create tides
that will assault coastlines in predictable places. Follow where the ocean currents go today, and exacerbate them to get
an idea of what areas might be hit. This is not altogether a curse, but a blessing, as residents on those coastlines will
have moved inland prior to the pole shift, For them, a life saving manoeuvre.
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Reaction

ZetaTalk: Reaction
Written September 18, 2010
When France and many other countries will be flooded by the Atlantic tsunami well before the PS itself, it
will create a great chaos. Nations will be decimated because coasts are very populous, and state
structures will fall. What will be the reaction of the French government for example, as France will be
one of the most important victims of this cruel event? Will governments around the world declare martial
laws or travel restrictions? If yes, must we move before this event to safe places, wait for the tsunami
itself, or for other great signs?
The countries of Europe will react to the European tsunami based on their culture and their ability to react to the
catastrophe. What will be almost a universal reaction will be to close borders against refuges from other countries and
to restrict social services severely. This approach will be possible because most residents in areas afflicted by the
tsunami will be washed out to sea, along with all their belongings. The tsunami will leave a fringe of recoverable
disaster where the lip of water drops, but where the tsunami is highest, scoured clean. In some cases there will be great
confusion about citizenship. Citizens of devastated Denmark will wash up on the shores of Sweden and Germany,
which will likewise have its own drowning citizens. Temporarily, they will have a home. Hosting countries will
already have gotten strict about immigration, reversing trends and sending what will by now have become unwanted
guests home. This will be true of France, Germany, and the UK.
What should be recognized is that by the time the tsunami hits, there will have been so much devastation around the
world that each government will be in shock. The first thought is not how to open their borders and relieve suffering
but how to meet their obligations to their citizens. Nations, such as Russia, are already stopping their exports when
crop shortages hit. The lack of food stores to feed citizens is already a well kept secret for many governments, and
taking in refugees only exacerbates the situation. There will be few offers, well publicized for the public relations
value, but mostly there will be silence. Some countries, such as in the UK where vast swaths of land will be scoured
clean, will see this as a mixed blessing, from a government standpoint. Yes, they have lost citizen and tax base, but
they have also lost pensioners, the injured demanding public health care, and mouths to be fed!
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8 of 10

ZetaTalk: 8 of 10
Written May 29, 2010
Could Zeta explain what this new crop circle created in Wilton Windmill, nr Wilton, Wiltshire means?

Upon examining this crop circle, one will find that the 12 sections never have a line-notch that matches a line-notch on
another section. There is no continuity, from one section to another, in these notches. What do the 12 sections
represent, and what do the notches represent? Since the Gregorian calendar is universal, we confirm that it is months.
The notches represent significant seismic activity, or plate movement. This tends to get hot in one area, and then the
stage moves to another area. We are not yet at the point, as will be the case certainly during the pole shift and may be
the case during an 8 of 10, where significant plate movement in one area does not start and stop, but just keeps going.
Rock fingers are still holding the plates in their current positions, in the main, so there is some movement and then a
halt as new catch points take hold. As to whether this crop circle, showing 12 month slices, indicates we have a year of
this type of halting plate movement to anticipate, realize that this circle could represent months past, or even a year of
past activity. We are certain that there will be a flurry of analysis, thus, on just what pie slice is what month, and just
what notch is what earthquake or stretch zone movement. But we predict that no timeline clues will be able to be
discerned with certainty from this crop circle.
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Little Detail

ZetaTalk: Little Detail
Written June 5, 2010
Does Nancy's vision describe Earth changes from now until the Last Weeks (9 of 10)? Essentially, does the vision
represent the 7 of 10 and 8 of 10 event(s)?
We have stated that a 7 of 10 will arrived by the end of 2010, and that it will include one or more of the incidences
presented to Nancy in the holographic presentation. We also hinted, last week, at what might be included in an 8 of 10,
specifically oil explosions in Iraq due to plate movement, continuous plate movement (rather than start or stop activity
along fault lines), and planetary clash. It would be safe to say that all of the scenarios in the holographic presentation
will occur by or during an 8 of 10 stage. What else will occur during an 8 of 10 we wish to hold in abeyance, as it will
be more effectively received later when some of these disasters have occurred. Our words would be theoretical now,
where later will be received and acted upon not as theory but as fact. Trust us on this matter. We know human nature
well.
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Iraq Oilfields

ZetaTalk: Iraq Oilfields
Written May 29, 2010
Zetas said: "Hold the globe with the left hand on the N Pole, the right hand on the S Pole, and turn in
opposite directions first this way, then back. The S Pole pulled back by a grab on the Atlantic Rift in the
southern hemisphere with the N Pole held rigid has the Indio-Australian Plate plunging under the
Himalayas and Africa likewise plunging into the void, East turning to SE. This does more than pull apart
the African Rift, it pulls the entire oil rich Middle East into a skew. How is it that all that oil dropped into
the cracks in the rock in that region, eons ago, during prior pole shifts? The rock was shattered, during
just such torque maneuvers. Thus, where we stated that something would occur to pull victory from the
jaws of the Bush/Blair coalition before the pole shift, something that would take the breath out of the body
it would be so dramatic and unexpected, this region is ripe to present many surprises to those who would
be kings in the Aftertime." Does that mean Iraq's oil fields will catch on fire soon?
Certainly at the time of the pole shift, and likely to be in evidence to some degree during any major rolling of the
African continent. We hinted that major plate movement would be part of an 8 of 10 stage, and this is when this type
of holocaust would likely to start emerging in Iraq.
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Blending of the Seasons

ZetaTalk: Blending of the Seasons
Written November 6, 2010
My question is about the blending of seasons. Does this apply to all places or just some? I know that
members on the Ning have reported blending in their particular parts of the world, but where I live I have
not yet yet experienced this.
The blending of the seasons will be a phenomena that will occur during the 8 of 10 scenarios, in the time prior to the
last weeks. Due to the Earth wobble, there are many phenomena in many parts of the globe which could be described
as unseasonable weather. Snow in summer has occurred and is on the increase. Very warm days in the middle of
winter, more than the typical winter thaw, so that fruit trees bud in winter, ruining the harvest when frost returns. But
the blending of the seasons will be characterized by extreme change happening rapidly, one direction to another. What
you have had up until the present is trends for more extreme weather. Imagine going from the heat of the hottest
summer day to the cold of the coldest winter day, all within a day or so. That is a blending of the seasons.
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Continuous Plate Movement

ZetaTalk: Continuous Plate Movement
Written September 11, 2010
The Moscow underground - how much it is reliable? Destruction of stations before shift is expected? [and
from another] To get a sense of what to expect, in general:
1-With this ongoing flooding in Pakistan, that Zetas confirmed is due to Indo-Australian plate starting to
drop, did we move to a 7? Or is it not yet the event from Nancy's vision, "a significant subduction of
India"?
2-We know 7 is Plate Movement, and 8 is Continuous plate movement. Would it be correct to suggest that
8 of 10 corresponds with "months before the pole shift" with its Devastated Cities and "emergency
management teams exhausted"? What will plates and earthquakes do after 7 and 8, during the last weeks?
We have stated that the 7 of 10 will "shock the world", and this has not yet happened. Each scenario included in the
holographic presentation was the final outcome of a plate movement, not every minor quake or adjustment in sea level
elevation along the way! We have stated that the 8 of 10 will involve continuous plate movement in some locations,
but declined to detail further and for good reason. We cannot get the public to connect with our description of the pole
shift, in the main, as they abstract it and do not process the description emotionally. After the 7 of 10 episodes have
occurred, we will have your attention, and then we can give details on what is coming next. Of course the Moscow
underground housing the trains will not be standing all the way until the pole shift! This is an example of someone not
absorbing our descriptions of the last weeks, when the Earth will be moaning constantly and quakes will likewise be
almost constant, everywhere.
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Increased Visibility

ZetaTalk: Increased Visibility
Written December 4, 2010
I was reminded of a comment made by the Zetas - if I'm remembering correctly back during the GLP live
chats - that the Zetas have more information they are willing to share, but will not do so until after certain
events have taken place. As this would validate their predictions and would help in getting more people to
want to listen. As we draw closer to the anticipated 7 of 10 event(s), would the Zetas care to reiterate that
statement?
We indeed have declined to detail the 8 of 10 scenarios, for a number of reasons. The reason publicly given was that
until the 7 of 10 had occurred, or at least begun, it would just be another intellectual exercise. The public is not
emotionally connecting to our words as yet, but rather reacting in astronishment whenever one of our predictions
comes true. The intellectual knowledge of what is to come and the ability to accept, emotionally, the changes when
they do occur are two different things. Thus, in essence, our words are lost on the public when we speak of great
changes. Rather than waste our or Nancy's time at the present time, we prefer to wait for a more focused audience. But
there are other reasons for the delay. There is nothing in the 8 of 10 scenarios that changes the overall picture painted
for the public. The pole shift has been detailed, so that anyone in an unsafe area when the pole shift hits knows what to
expect. The 7 of 10 scenarios have been detailed for a year, often with great specifics, so the public has been warned of
the immediate danger. The 8 of 10, as well as the last weeks, the 9 of 10, are at some point of time in the future.
Given that, why withhold any details about the 8 of 10 scenarios? We have let slip that they will involve continuous
plate movement in places, and recently have let slip that tsunami along the West Coast of the US up to 100 feet high
can be expected. Likewise, we have recently hinted that increased visibility of Planet X will be part of the 8 of 10
scenarios. Beyond the occasional hint, withholding is also being done as a frank tit for tat with the Puppet Master, who
understands this game well. We have stated that information he desires will be forthcoming when, and only when, the
public is privy to this information as well. This requires Nancy on TV, on major media, during such revelations. Give
us what we want, and you will get what you want. Simple as that.
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Italy

ZetaTalk: Italy
Written November 6, 2010
Being thankful for the many informations gived to us by the Zetas on the 7 to 10 event, I would know, if it
is possible and without breaking any rule, something about the damages that the Italian peninsula (where
I live) will face before the end of the year.
Italy is fraught with volcanoes, but despite the 7 of 10 scenarios including a roll of the African Plate this will not stress
Italy per se. This portion of the 7 of 10 scenarios is not expected to occur in 2010 in any case. The volcanoes in and
around Italy are restless due to the many fault lines in the region. They will respond when plate movements occur
elsewhere, with increased activity, due to magma sloshing about worldwide. There is more in store for Italy during the
8 of 10 scenarios, but we are not yet ready to reveal these to mankind.
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Will Complete

ZetaTalk: Will Complete
Written December 18, 2010
The Zetas can say, of course if perhaps. My Q is, the S America/Africa Rolls will be considerable
advancement to a 8/10, or it will be the New Madrid adjustment/the European tsunami, or both pair?
Will there be overlap between the completion of the 7 of 10 scenarios and the start of the 8 of 10 scenarios? The Earth
changes are steadily increasing, Planet X steadily closing the gap between the Earth and itself, and thus many of the 8
of 10 descriptors will begin to present themselves before they become full blown. This does not mean the Earth will be
at an 8 of 10. The 7 of 10 scenarios will complete before that statement can be made.
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Last Weeks

ZetaTalk: Last Weeks
Written March 22, 2010
9 day Severe Wobble
4.5 days static Lean to the Left
2.5 days progression toward 3 Days of Darkness.
3 Days of Darkness
6 days of Sunrise West
18 day of Slowing Rotation
6 (5.9) days of Rotation Stoppage
What starts the process of the last weeks, with all their extreme gyrations, is a threshold being crossed. The dithering
we have been describing - where Planet X, the Earth and the other planets caught in the cup (Dark Twin and Venus)
are all bouncing around, reacting to movement in another, to crowding of magnetons or other particles - reaches an
explosive point. During this time Planet X moves to the right as far as possible, to evade the ever increasing particle
crowding, but is still outbound, steadily. Thus, visibility is enhanced, and Second Sun sightings are common. This is
the start of the 7.3 week period we described, where it would be unmistakably visible to all on Earth. Venus escapes
the cup. The Dark Twin escapes the cup. And the dance of many becomes a deadlock grip by Planet X on the Earth. It
is no longer an issue of the Earth wobble or temporary leans to the left of into opposition sufficing. This is twitching
about, compared to the last weeks. If the years and months of the Earth wobble were the wrestlers positioning
themselves at the edge of the mat, then the last weeks are full contact, and neither can let go of the other. In this, of
course, Planet X wins.
When Venus and the Dark Twin escape from the cup, the particle crowding is suddenly eased, allowing Planet X to
come forward toward the Earth. The Earth's first evasion is to tilt her N Pole away from the oncoming Planet X to such
a degree, and so violently, that she leans all the way over to the left and then rebounds as a reaction all the way to the
right. This is the severe wobble, for a length of 9 days, as a recent crop circle has depicted. Finally, the rebound is
repressed, for a lingering lean to the left of 4.5 days or so. Then a progression where the N Pole of Earth is pushed
away from the Sun and the approaching Planet X, until the point where 3 days of darkness is unmistakable. This
progression is another 2-3 days in time. Then the 3 days of darkness and the 6 days of sunrise west, which is a
momentum and turnaround for the swing into the 3 days of darkness.
Then the Earth rights herself, side by side with Planet X, and begins her rotation slowdown. It is during this time that
the Earth is drawn toward Planet X, so that Planet X quickly increases in size in the skies and is the writhing monster
of legend. Slowing rotation is not a linear matter, but exponential as the Earth is pulled closer to Planet X. The Earth
moans, groans, and complains as the core pulls at the crust but the crust is gripped, increasingly, and held by Planet X.
The slowing is a lurching matter too, as when the Atlantic Rift is exposed, the grip slows the rotation, but when
hidden, rotation tries to return. All this causes earthquakes and stretch zone accidents. Emergency management teams
are beyond exhaustion, government services are in disarray, and travel has become almost impossible.
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7 of 10 Begins

ZetaTalk: 7 of 10 Begins
Written December 25, 2010
Looks like we may have the 1st 'without warning' sinking. Waves 3.5 meters high, then 4.5, then 5.5! High
tidal waves blamed for this, and note how wave height is up up and up.
http://poleshift.ning.com/profiles/blogs/december-17-start-of-new [and from another]
http://www.met.gov.my/index.php? Strong Northeasterly winds of 40-50 kmph with waves up to 3.5 metres
are expected to continue until Wednesday, 22 December 2010. [and from another]
http://www.met.gov.my/index.php? Strong Northeasterly winds over 60 kmph with waves up to 5.5 metres
are expected to continue until Wednesday, 22 December 2010. [and from another] Australia: Monster tide
closes CityCat terminals [Dec 22] http://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/ Low-lying areas have been flooded
this morning due to an extremely high tide in the already swollen Brisbane River. [and from another]
Extreme Weather in New Zealand [Dec 21] http://hisz.rsoe.hu/alertmap/woalert_read.php? Strong winds
buffeted Wellington, bringing down trees, trolleybus wires and lifting a trampoline.
There was clearly a storm, as high winds accompanied the high tides and high waves. But is there more to the story?
Nancy has done some research and concluded that there seemed to be no warning for the storm. It did not seem to be
documented as a cyclone nor tropical storm, even after it occurred. We stated that sinking in Indonesia would be
covered by claims of high tides and storms, and this is an example though scant additional sinking occurred on this
day. But more occurred. The Pacific plates, which are, as we explained, not just one but four, compressed, acting as
the trigger for the 7.4 quake in Japan. These compressing plates, one plate sliding under another, force an adjustment
in the water above, which disburses. Thus Australia at Brisbane experienced a high tide, and lands from the
Philippines through Indonesia experienced high waves and choppy water.
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Philippines Sinks

ZetaTalk: Philippines Sink
Written January 8, 2011
The Philippines is sinking! Certainly the buoys to the east of the Philippines indicate action, as the sea
flood is dropping there, water on the rise! The buoys above New Guinea, in the Pacific, likewise indicate a
rising sea level. What could this mean?

There is indeed a relationship between the high waves and flooding in the Philippines in those towns along the eastern
coastline and inland with access to the sea. The Philippines have begun to sink, though such sinking is never such that
an entire land mass or large island sinks uniformly, so can be deceptive. There is an additional influence from the
tilting of the Philippine Plate and continued compression out in the Pacific, so that water is heaped to the east of the
Philippine Islands, and is washing over their eastern shores during equalization of the water level. However, this latter
is a relatively small influence. The issue with flooding is absolutely due to a dropping in elevation for some parts of
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Philippines Sinks

the Philippines.
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Australia

ZetaTalk: Queensland Floods
Written January 8, 2011
Are parts of Australia along the Queensland coast to be permanently flooded due to elevation loss now?
There is a quote in the link below that references "this hanging on for 12 months"
http://www.smh.com.au/environment/weather/more-heavy-rain-for-flooded-state-20110106-19guy.html
The establishment is desperate to prevent awareness of the presence of Planet X in the inner solar system, and has
agreed among themselves that blaming rain and storm surge for the sinking of land in Indonesia would be the first
volley against the ZetaTalk message. Thus, in Asia, any type of flooding, whether there has been rain or not, is blamed
on rain in the media. Unexpected was the flooding in Queensland, as this had not been mentioned by ourselves.
Australia was not included in the news blackout issued to cover our 7 of 10 predictions, and thus news of this flooding
hit the world. We have explained that the water wash backing up rivers along the eastern coast of Queensland is due to
the tilting of the Indo-Australian Plate, but as this phenomena had not been expected, the establishment was taken by
surprise.
What does this mean? Is this a permanent state of affairs? That would hardly be the case, as water finds its level and
the water heaped around the eastern edge of the Indo-Australian Plate is flowing in many directions to this end. The
rivers will soon be flowing to the sea, unimpeded, and the flood waters draining as rapidly as they arrived.
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ZetaTalk: Sumatra
Written January 4, 2011
Also occurring simultaneously to the flooding in Medan and the eruption of Mount Sinabung was a 5.7
earthquake along the western curve of Sumatra. Can these three incidences on January 2, 2011 be a
coincidence? Hardly. But why would only the eastern coast of Malaysia sink, while the western coast,
across from north Sumatra (which is sinking), remain?

Prior to the end of 2010, starting on December 23, 2010, sinking along the southern coast of Java was evident, with no
remission in this flooding a week later on December 29, 2010. Now there is evidence of flooding along the eastern
shores of Malaysia and the eastern shores of northern Sumatra. The incidence of flooding on the coastline of eastern
Sumatra occurred on the same day as a new volcanic eruption on a volcano previously inactive for 400 years, just 30
miles from the flooding in Medan, and a 5.7 quake occurring offshore along the border with the Indo-Australian Plate
nearby. Just the day before flooding along the eastern coast of Malaysia was reported, again only in those areas on the
coast or with access to the sea. Why are some areas seemingly exempt from sinking and flooding while others sink?
We have explained that the land masses of Sumatra and Java have been formed from rubble, when the plate tongue
holding Indonesia was pushed down and under the curve of the Indo-Australian Plate in the past. Rubble does not act
as one, but adjusts more like settling gravel, a bit here then a bit there. Why would the eastern coast of Malaysia be
affected, but the west coast facing Sumatra be exempt? The issue of the plate holding Indonesia folding like an
accordion came up in November, 2010 when Bangkok, Thailand experienced flooding that refused to drain while a
new island merged near Bali. Our explanation was the accordion folding of the tongue holding Indonesia, under
intense pressure from the compressing Pacific. Follow the line folding the valley of Thailand down a bit further and
you arrive at the eastern coast of Malaysia.
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ZetaTalk: Java Coastline
Written January 22, 2011
A youtube video from a commercial plane dated Jan11/11 apparently somewhere over Indonesia shows
vast areas of farmland flooded and evidently from the ocean as the shoreline appears to be greatly
encroached. Looks very much like land sinking and I've never seen a video like this before with the ocean
responsible for the flooding except in tsunami cases.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KC57GD6MZjA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5MRk_-_Ifz8
As the Zeta's say the rapid loss of elevation of the tongue has not yet occurred but is going through an
iterative and progressive process and will happen soon. I expect the great part of the movement for S.
America is pending on the drop of the Indonesia plate tongue. I have a number of friends and family either
travelling to S. America or to central America now and in the near future and I have concern for their
safety. As the Zeta's were significantly precise for the start of the first step of the 7/10 although admittedly
not perfect for the completion part, are they willing to give a re-estimate time for the expected rapid loss
of elevation in Indonesia so many are nervously waiting for? (presuming this drop has not yet occurred
before new ZT Jan 23)

Where news reports can clang the insistant message that the flooding is coming from rain causing rivers to overflow
their banks, this video clangs the truth far louder. The flooded land is open to the sea, and the Java Sea stands at the
same level. Only sinking, or a recent and slow draining tsunami, would create such a visual effect. If a tsunami was
the cause, then where are the reports of this? The degree of elevation loss can also be calculated from this video. The
approach is from the east, in a plane landing in Jakarta. The companion video, titled "landing in Jakarta" has the same
crying baby and even shows the airline insignia on the wing tip. As is clearly identified in the companion video, a
major freeway or toll road is flooded on both sides, showing how far the inundation has progressed in Jakarta itself.
Only those who have taken the route of denying it all would fail to be impressed by this evidence, notably made
available by a private citizen who questions the establishment explanation for the flooding.
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ZetaTalk: High Tide Excuses
Written January 22, 2011
This is not credible. How can people believe that floods can be predicted through March in the
Philippines? The cover story on sinking is getting pretty thin. From the article at the link, at some point
soon TPTB will have to come clean here. [and from another]
http://www.google.com/hostednews/afp/article/ Hundreds of thousands of people already reeling from
floods across the Philippines have been told to expect further heavy rains until March, as the disaster
death toll rose to 53.
Rain has been overused by the establishment as an excuse for the obvious sinking. The establishment is now switching
to high tides as an excuse, claiming that a storm surge is creating a high tide. Since the cause of a storm surge can be
away from the shore, and not easily determined by the common man busy with his daily activities, this excuse is less
easily challenged. The high tide or storm surge excuse will also move to tsunami, blaming a quake in some locale or
another. But eventually, when the flood waters do not drain, the truth will out. Pakistan shows the process, as flooding
in July was claimed to be slow draining due to continued rain up river, along the Indus River highlands. It was months
later, almost half a year later, that it was acknowledged by NASA that the flood waters were not going to drain. The
people on the ground, those affected, already knew this. It was not until the issue left the media, and those around the
world would presume that the Pakistan floods had receded, that NASA made this admission.
The same process would occur in Indonesia, were it not for what is to soon follow. Our predictions were not just for
the sinking of the plate tongue holding Indonesia. They were for islands in the Caribbean to disappear and Central
America to be crushed. The locks at Panama are used for shipping worldwide, to bypass having to go around the tip of
S America. This will not be out of the news, but will be a continuing subject due to the impact on business. The press
does not, in fact, hold the public captive, like sheep, waiting to be told what to think! Look at commerce. Commerce
involves a lot of face-to-face meetings and interaction. Phones are used, and cannot be blocked as commerce would
likely halt then. The same is true of the Internet, which is used by universities, defence departments, and especially
commerce to an immense degree. How do you stop people from talking? How do you stop awareness of the Straits of
Gibraltar spreading by 125 miles and Africa moving 50 miles further east?
So of course plate movement will have to be admitted, and to the degree that our predictions are associated with this
people will discover ZetaTalk, even without the assistance of the Puppet Master's determination to inform the public
and encourage the formation of strong survival communities. We have stated that the establishment will become shrill
in attacking our message, and ourselves as the source, as the truth of our predictions comes to light. Look at the past
15 years, since ZetaTalk began. Alternate emissaries or spokespersons have been pushed upon the public, though were
not accepted. NASA associates were given the stage to pronounce our theories to be hogwash, and as long as NASA
has a modicum of respect this will continue. The Earth changes have been blamed on the Sun, even when the Sun did
not cooperate, or on some mythical galactic alignment. The noise level will increase, so that the public increasingly sets
about discerning the truth for themselves. ZetaTalk aligns with the facts, and has the track record, and thus will emerge
the winner in this war.
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ZetaTalk: Dead Birds and Fish
Written January 8, 2011
What is the reason of 100.000 dead fish and dead birds from sky in Arkansas? Unusual "booming noises"
were reported in the area, and officials say the birds may have been frightened Possible plate movement?
Thousands of tremors have been reported in central Arkansas over the past year. [and from another]
1,000 Dead Birds Fall From Sky in Arkansas [Jan 2] Tons Of Dead Fish Wash Ashore In Brazil [Jan 3]
http://freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2651186/posts A survey conducted by the Federation of Fishermen's
Colony of Paraná, Paranaguá on the coast of the state, indicates that at least 100 tons of fish (sardine,
croaker and catfish) have turned up dead off the coast of Parana
Dead fish and birds falling from the sky are being reported worldwide, suddenly. This is not a local affair, obviously.
Dead birds have been reported in Sweden and N America, and dead fish in N America, Brazil, and New Zealand.
Methane is known to cause bird dead, and as methane rises when released during Earth shifting, will float upward
through the flocks of birds above. But can this be the cause of dead fish? If birds are more sensitive than humans to
methane release, fish are likewise sensitive to changes in the water, as anyone with an aquarium will attest. Those
schools of fish caught in rising methane bubbles during sifting of rock layers beneath them will inevitably be affected.
Fish cannot, for instance, hold their breath until the emergency passes! Nor do birds have such a mechanism.
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ZetaTalk: Slower Pace
Written January 22, 2011
Do all forcasts the Zetas make have to be 100% accurate. After all, they use historic records,
measurements, observations and calculations in order to make their forecasts. Not all that much different
from that we humans do, for our forecasts. Only they have very much better science, computers and
intelligence than we do. We should not expect them to be God Incarnate. I have great sympathy for them
in what they are trying to do for us. They must feel very misunderstood and attacked by narrow minded
humans. [and from another] If Zeta's science is not exact in predicting the timing of the events, then the
sequence of events and the underlying factors facilitating the world change are what matters in the
prediction. However people are educated to see reported facts and results other than underlying factors,
Can Zeta comment on this lesson of changing mindset? [and from another] As the Council of the Worlds
mandates that an Element of Doubt must remain, I assume that this applies to the members of this Ning
and maybe to even your own awareness. Thus I'm surmising that their predictions regarding 7 of 10 that
all members seem to be "waiting to exhale" to happen are part of the process of this Element of Doubt. I
personally have no doubts about what will happen just the sequence and timing but the Poleshift will
occur absolutely.
Does the need to maintain an Element of Doubt during the awakening process interfere with our prediction accuracy?
No, as the Element of Doubt is maintained because the establishment will always engineer some excuse for any Earth
changes, trying to negate the impact of our predictions. If NASA says one thing and Nancy says another, who is to be
believed? Those who have a need to negate our words, those who do not have the personal courage to face the coming
Earth changes and the fact that man is not alone as an intelligent species in the Universe, will cling to NASA's
explanations. We have emphasized the sequence, the steps in the process because this is certain. We have detailed the
last weeks, the pole shift itself, and are confident in our analysis.
The exact timing is another matter as many factors can cause an acceleration or a delay. We stated with certainty that
the 7 of 10 scenarios would arrive by the end of 2010 because we knew the Earth plates were already in a precarious
position, just waiting for the nudge. We also knew the process, with a tipping Indo-Australian Plate freeing the plate
tongue holding Indonesia, would be the first step. The flooding in Queensland, from the tipping plate, and the
simultaneous start of sinking along the southern border of Java, showed this did occur. Why has our timing been off
on the length of time it would take for the sinking to complete? Because, as Nancy has pointed out in her newsletters
the plates are undulating. This has delayed the process, as when the Indo-Australian Plate tips up below Sumatra and
Java, sinking occurs, the tongue sliding under the curve, but when it drops again due to undulation, the sinking process
is slowed. This does not change the eventual outcome.
How did we miss this, that undulation might occur? Undulation is like a vibration, a swinging back and forth, and
once it starts it tends to continue until resistance, friction, brings it to a stop. One reason that all alien groups, all spirits
in contact with mankind, and all valid prophets are restricted from giving the date of the pole shift is due to the inexact
nature of any prediction. The factors that need to be taken into consideration are not in the dozens or hundreds of even
the thousands. They are in the millions. If you were to predict when and where a tornado might hit during atmospheric
turmoil you need only take into consideration a dozen factors. Planets on the move, clashing magnetic fields, the
momentum that results, roiling magma, the magma rivers under plates that change their tilt, and elements not even
taken into consideration which might suddenly make an appearance - all of this is involved. So we are not perfect, but
the process, the eventual outcome, is predictable and certain.
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ZetaTalk: What's Next
Written January 15, 2011
Is there a relationship between the recent quakes along the southern Andes and the immense flooding that
SE Brazil states are experiencing? They are along opposite coasts. [and from another] Brazil Government
Says 100K Displaced by Floods [Jan 8] http://www.forbes.com/feeds/ap/2011/01/08/ Brazilian authorities
say the number of people left homeless by flooding has risen to about 100,000 in four southeastern states.
Reports from regional civil defense authorities show Minas Gerais state has been hit the hardest. Eleven
more are dead in Sao Paulo state, where 57 cities are in a state of emergency, including the capital. Main
thoroughfares in Sao Paulo city were swamped Saturday, and some smaller towns were entirely
submerged.
What is the relationship between recent large quakes along the southern Andes and the horrific flooding in several
states in SE Brazil? S America is tugging to the west, along its top side. The trend has been in place for many months,
with the Caribbean Plate sinking just above Colombia and in Panama. But as much as there is stress along the northern
Andes where the S American Plate slides over the Nazca Plate, there is more stress along the southern Andes. Why
would this be? The rolls that S America and Africa will do is primarily at the Equator, where the spreading apart of the
Atlantic and the compressing of the Pacific is at an accelerated pace. Thus, the plates to the west of the top of S
America have already granted S America room to roll.
But as we have explained, the tip of S America does not roll, but remains nailed in place. This is due to the Antarctic
Plate, which also abuts the south Andes. The Antarctic Plate is not compressing, as it is one solid piece. For the top
portion of S America to roll to the west, something must thus give, and to some extent this is the southeastern portion
of S America. There is already a seaway developing at Buenos Aires. But draw a line from the top of the current
quake activity along the southern Andes to the southeast coast of Brazil and they line up! For S America to be pulled
in a bow like this, the land is stretched, and stretched land sinks. Thus, where they did have rain, the rain was not
excessive to the degree to explain the flooding. The inland rivers are not draining properly, due to the stretch and
consequent sinking.
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ZetaTalk: Elite Change of Plans
Written July 9, 2011
I want to ask the Zetas whether the ruling and business elites in Singapore have made plans to move to
Taiwan once Singapore begins sinking 60 feet under the sea, as the Chinese on both sides are quite close
to each other in terms of ancestry and dialect.
We were asked in 2003 what sites, around the world, had been selected by the elite for their survival bunkers. At the
time, Bush was in office and the Earth changes were primarily personified in our predictions, not in actuality. Yes,
Planet X had been tracked in from the night sky, from the direction of Orion, and was creating Second Sun sightings
during the latter half of 2003. Yes, the weather had begun to be erratic, breaking records, but this was still easily
covered by talk of Global Warming, all the rage in those days. Thus, the elite were primarily looking for an ultra-right
political climate, a suitable Aftertime climate, a ready and compliant slave labor class, and a defensible position.
At that time, based on the plans of the elite (whom we can read like a book, telepathically), the sites were central
Africa, Argentina, eastern Australia, Kazahstan, and Wyoming. The Bush family was sniffing around Paraguay, and the
elite of Indonesia had made arrangements with Australia, in exchange for an agreement to keep the common man in
Indonesia trapped in their cities until it was too late. The Arab Spring had not even been imagined, and most emerging
democracies in Africa barely had a foothold on a continent used to colonial rule. Our 7 of 10 predictions had not been
made public, nor was the reality of a more violent wobble creating weather extremes anything but a prediction in 2003.
Crop shortages are now pinching all governments, a second Great Depression has emerged worldwide, and what plate
movements do to mankind's infrastructure is now painfully obvious.
The elite, therefore, are no longer comfortable with merely selecting a likely spot and establishing a second home
there. It is not a matter of slipping away from life in a big city along the coastline and going to the country home. In
2003, per our White Lie, the elite were assuming that the pole shift would descend quickly, so their chosen getaway
sites would be untouched when the time came. Now the elite see a lingering 7 of 10, and in the meantime what they
considered firm now seems like shifting sand. Obama has replaced Bush and Obama is not open to inviting the elite
into the US, though has been asked by many including the Queen. China has now established Ghost Cities on their
vast lands but as a communist country is not in sympathy with the western elite. Now what?
The list of countries considered ideal for the Aftertime has not changed. S America has increasingly become
democratic, and all attempts by corporations to turn back the clock to former days when the common man was
considered a slave class, and brutal treatment the rule, are not working. Scratch Argentina and Paraguay. Eastern
Australia is still seen to have a welcome sign out for the elite of Indonesia and the UK, and as recent news articles
show, even the wealthy of the Middle East. The elite of Russia are eyeing not only Kazahstan but also are now
considering the Russian mountains bordering Mongolia, all scarcely populated and within Russian territory. And as
interest in the Arab Spring has shown, in particular the interest from France, many in Europe are still eyeing Africa as
their safe place.
But the elite are nervous about these changing circumstances, and especially nervous about their ability to travel when
the Last Weeks finally do arrive. Many of them now fear a lingering 8 of 10, after the populace has already been
alerted to the presence of Planet X by a severe wobble, the Sun and Moon out of place. There are increasing crop
failures and a press to migrate that is already growing out of control. Might the mob be at their door? The elite fear
that stability anywhere might not be possible, even in a well guarded bunker. They would prefer to live in their
mansions and near the coasts until the last minute, but might they then be trapped and unable to travel? They see air
travel increasingly risky, and are aware of our warnings about electronic failures. Just when does one dash for the
bunkers, without giving the location away? And should one have multiple bunkers, one for every possible location?
Thus, like the common man, the elite are not free of these fears. They worry about travel, about timing, and thus are
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making multiple plans. Most often, the elite are trying to secure a local site as well as one at a distance. In many cases,
they are trying to get a foot hold in several sites, in case one becomes devastated by a natural disaster or is overrun by
hungry and desperate mobs. They may have several at a distance, likewise, in case the political climate changes, or air
travel becomes impossible, or giant whirlpools develop in the oceans making travel by boat risky. Thus is it likely that
you will find your elite near at hand! Perhaps dressing like the common man, hoping not to be recognized. We have
stated that their enclaves will be fraught with pecking order battles, their guards taking over with much brutality. For
all their options, they are likely to find, in the end, that they have not chosen well, ending up no better off than the
least among you.
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ZetaTalk: Skew in Longitude/Latitude
Written September 10, 2011
About March 11 EQ M9.1 in Japan, why did the land move by about 24 m to the east-southeast, opposite
direction?

The 7 of 10 scenarios will result in plate movements, as we have described. Plate borders that are folding under and
over each other will cause their lands to reposition themselves, vs a vs the compass or the GPS system or latitude and
longitude lines. The Pacific is compressing, which means that many countries will find their position has changed. As
the Indo-Australian Plate plunges under the Himalayas, India will lose more than elevation, it may find itself skewing
slightly to the northeast. Eastern Australia and New Zealand may find themselves with more than an increase in
elevation, they may find themselves likewise skewed at an angle, shifting to the southwest.
As the Philippine and Mariana plates fold, any islands carried on the top edges of these plates will find themselves
carried to the west. Certainly as the S America roll progresses the countries at the top of S America will find
themselves not only out of synch with the GPS system due to the shift west, but likewise with a skew where they have
dropped to the southwest slightly. Africa will certainly find itself dropped at an angle toward the southeast. And after
the New Madrid adjustment, Mexico and the American southwest will find they are askew too.
And for the northern Pacific, which is likewise compressing, land on all sides of the Ring of Fire will be affected.
Particularly for Japan, which is riding over the Pacific Plate at an angle, such that as the Pacific Plate pushes under
Japan toward the northwest, the land will move to the southeast. The Eurasian Plate is ripping open, stretching, as we
have described, and as the Kiev Trumpets clearly show. Thus the land, stretched in many areas across the Eurasian
Plate, has moved to slide over the Pacific Plate, thus putting a portion of Japan's North Island measurably to the
southeast.
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ZetaTalk: March 11, 2011 Japan Quake
Written March 19, 2011
Today's M8.9 big EQ is not South Island. M9 that Zetas predict?

As horrific as this quake has been for Japan, it is not the start of the Japan 7 of 10 events we have described. For the 7
of 10 events, Japan must experience a series of quakes, starting on the South Island and then proceeding to the North
Island. This quake is of that size, but not in the correct sequence, not yet. The sinking of Indonesia was predicted to
occur without significant quakes there, what we called a silent adjustment. The rolling of S America is predicted to
have a series of significant quakes in the 8-9 range. The African roll and drop will again be silent and the adjustment
of the New Madrid again involving significant quakes in the 8-9 magnitude range. The New Madrid adjustment in
particular will be confusing to many, as quakes will increased in frequency and severity, so that quakes of magnitude
6-7 are not uncommon in the New Madrid area before the large 9+ quake that accompanies the tearing of the fault line
occurs. Thus quakes can occur before the 7 of 10 adjustment, but not be an indication that the 7 of 10 sequence has
jumped ahead.
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